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Abstract 
 

Carbon catabolite repression (CCR) is a mechanism by which micro-organisms 

preferentially utilize more easily metabolizable carbon sources in comparison to less 

easily metabolizable carbon sources. It prevents the organisms from unnecessary 

expenditure of energy and enables them to exploit the nutrients in appropriate manner. It 

represents a complex system of gene regulation.  
 The main aim of this study was to study the intracellular localization of proteins 

involved in CCR including CreA, CreB, CreC and CreD in A. nidulans in repressing 

and derepressing conditions. The major regulatory protein involved in CCR in A.  

nidulans is CreA. It is a DNA-binding repressor, but very little is known about the 

molecular events that allow CreA function to result in appropriate regulation in 

response to carbon source. To determine the amount and localization of CreA in 

different carbon sources, strains were made over-expressing GFP and HA tagged CreA. 

Western analysis showed that high levels of full length CreA can be present in cells that 

show normal responses to carbon catabolite repression, whether they are grown in 

repressing or derepressing media. Hence the amount of CreA is similar in both the 

conditions and thus degradation of CreA is not a key step in carbon catabolite 

repression. Fluorescence microscopy studies have shown that CreA is in the nucleus 

under repressing and derepressing carbon conditions and this is not affected by the 

absence of CreB or CreD, the other important proteins in A. nidulans. Thus mere 

localization of CreA in nucleus is not sufficient to cause carbon catabolite repression 

and there is some modification process involved for CreA to act as a repressor protein in 

CCR. 

CreB is a deubiquitinating protein and CreC is a protein containing five WD 40 

repeats, a putative nuclear localization signal (NLS) and a proline rich region and both 

the proteins are present in the cell in a complex. CreB was localized using strains that 

over-expresses GFP tagged CreB and fluorescence microscopy. CreB is present mainly 

in the cytoplasm in both repressing and derepressing conditions. Moreover, intracellular 

localization of CreB is unaffected by the presence or absence of CreD. However, the 

amount of CreB was higher in a creD+ background as compared to a creD34 mutant 

background, implying that the presence of CreD affects the amount of CreB in the cell. 
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CreC was localized by using strain that over-expresses YFP tagged CreC and it is also 

present mainly in the cytoplasm.  

CreD contains arrestin domains and PY motifs and is highly similar to the 

Rod1p and Rog3p from S. cerevisiae. CreD is proposed to be involved in ubiquitination 

process in CCR in A. nidulans. Localization studies have shown that CreD is present 

throughout the cell in a punctate pattern with more in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus. 

CreB and CreD co-localize in some regions of the cell whereas in other regions either 

CreB or CreD is present.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Carbon catabolite repression 

Carbon catabolite repression (CCR) is the mechanism whereby energetically 

favourable carbon sources are used preferentially to less readily metabolized carbon 

sources due to reduced synthesis of enzymes for the utilization of the latter in the 

presence the former. CCR is a well studied example of gene regulation. It is also known 

as ‘glucose repression’ as glucose is the preferred source of energy and is the most 

repressing carbon source. CCR is present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In 

bacteria, a prokaryote, CCR facilitates them to enhance their fitness by optimizing their 

growth in natural environments supplying complex mixtures of nutrients. As the focus 

of the study is on filamentous fungi which are eukaryotes, the mechanism of CCR in 

prokaryotes is not discussed. In eukaryotes, CCR results in fine regulation of 

transcription of genes for the normal metabolism of simple and complex carbon sources. 

In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a large number of genes have been implicated in 

the repression mechanism (reviewed by Klein et al., 1998). CCR has also been studied 

in different filamentous fungi including Aspergillus nidulans, Trichoderma reesei and 

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum. Studies in yeast, S. cerevisiae, and filamentous fungi have 

elucidated different mechanism for glucose repression to that found in bacteria. 

 

1.2 Carbon catabolite repression in S. cerevisiae 

Yeast is a small unicellular organism and has developed different responsive 

mechanisms to adapt to the changes in their environment including availability and 

quality of nutrients, temperature, oxygen, pH, water and radiation. One of the response 

mechanisms is CCR, which is thought to be an energy saving process, as it allows the 

genes which encode enzymes for the utilization of carbon sources that are dispensable 

in the presence of glucose to be turned off. There are different proteins which have been 

shown to play roles in CCR in yeast and are described below. 
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1.2.1 Mig1p and Mig2p 

Mig1p is a DNA binding protein present in S. cerevisiae (Nehlin & Ronne, 

1990). The binding sites of Mig1p have been identified in the promoters of many 

glucose-repressed genes, and Mig1p function in repression has been demonstrated for 

GAL1, GAL4, SUC2, CAT8 and MAL genes (reviewed by Carlson, 1999, Nehlin & 

Ronne, 1990, reviewed by Klein et al., 1998). It was thought that Mig1p recruits the co-

repressor complex, Ssn6p/Tup1p, to promoters that are glucose repressed (Nehlin et al., 

1991; Treitel & Carlson, 1995; Tzamarias & Struhl, 1995) and that cytoplasmic 

translocation of Mig1p upon recognition by a nuclear exportin protein Msn5, triggered 

by its phosphorylation by Snf1 kinase in the nucleus, was a key regulatory step for 

releasing glucose repression (Figure 1.1) (De Vit et al., 1997, De Vit & Johnston, 

1999).  

However, studies on the nuclear export of Mig1p showed that glucose still 

regulates Mig1p dependent  repression in a mutant (msn5) that no longer has export 

activity, indicating that Mig1p is regulated both by nuclear localization, and by 

modification of its ability to repress transcription. Furthermore, both of these functions 

are controlled by phosphorylation of Mig1p catalyzed by Snf1p, as Mig1p was always 

found in the nucleus and was a constitutive repressor when it lacked all four Snf1p 

phosphorylation sites (De Vit & Johnston, 1999). The Ssn6p-Tup1p complex is tethered 

to the GAL1 promoter DNA in both repressing and activating conditions (Papamichos-

Chronakis et al., 2002), and Mig1p is not required for the Ssn6p-Tup1p complex to be 

tethered to the promoter (Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2004). Moreover Mig1p is 

tethered to the GAL1 promoter under both repressing and derepressing conditions, and 

although Mig1p is not essential for the binding of the Ssn6p-Tup1p complex to the 

promoter, it is important for Ssn6p-Tup1p mediated glucose repression (Papamichos-

Chronakis et al., 2004). Finally, it has been shown that Snf1p-dependent 

phosphorylation of Mig1p abolishes the interaction with Ssn6p-Tup1p, and controls 

transcriptional repression and derepression, and it is the regulation of this interaction, 

not the Mig1p cytoplasmic localization, that is the molecular switch that controls 

transcriptional repression and derepression of GAL1  (Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 

2004). 

The Mig2p was identified as a repressor that works together with Mig1p for 

glucose repression of SUC2 expression (Lutfiyya & Johnston, 1996). It has zinc fingers 

similar to those of Mig1p and binds to similar sites but with different affinities. Both the 
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proteins appear to be regulated differently. Mig1p function is regulated by Snf1p but 

Mig2p does not appear to be affected by Snf1p (Vallier & Carlson, 1994; Lutfiyya et 

al., 1998). The genes that are regulated by Mig1p and Mig2p have been identified and 

their role in repression of many of them has been confirmed (Lutfiyya et al., 1998). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1.1: A proposed mechanism for regulation of Mig1p-mediated glucose repression  

PO4: phosphate groups; Cse1: proposed nuclear importin for Mig1p; NES: nuclear export signal; 

NLS: nuclear localization signal (source: De Vit & Johnston, 1999). 
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1.2.2 Snf1p kinase and Glc7p-Reg1p 

Snf1p kinase is one of the main proteins that function in CCR (glucose 

repression) in yeast. It is required for transcription of genes that are repressed by 

glucose in response to glucose limiting condition. In addition it is also needed for other 

biological pathways; sporulation, glycogen storage, peroxisome biogenesis and thermal 

tolerance and at several steps in meiosis (reviewed by Carlson, 1999).  

Snf1p kinase forms a complex with other proteins including the activating 

subunit Snf4p, and the Sip1p, Sip2p and Gal8p (Celenza et al., 1989; Yang et al., 1992, 

1994). The Snf1p and Snf4p interact with distinct domains of the Sip1p/Sip2p/Gal83p 

component in the kinase complex (Jiang & Carlson, 1997). Gal83p directs Snf1p to the 

nucleus in response to glucose limitation (Vincent et al., 2001).  

Snf1p contains two domains, the regulatory and catalytic domains. It was known 

that in high glucose conditions, the regulatory domain autoinhibits the catalytic domain 

that inactivates Snf1p kinase; Mig1p is dephosphorylated and moves into the nucleus 

where it recruits Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor complex to cause repression of glucose 

repressed genes. On the other hand, under low glucose conditions, the autoinhibition is 

relieved and the activating subunit Snf4p binds to the regulatory domain of Snf1p; 

Snf1p kinase is activated and phosphorylates Mig1p which changes the localization of 

Mig1p from the nucleus to the cytoplasm that results in derepression of glucose 

repressed genes (Jiang & Carlson. 1996, De Vit et al., 1997, Treitel, et al., 1998, 

reviewed by Carlson, 1999). However it has been shown that Snf1p kinase modulates 

interaction of Mig1p with Ssn6p and this is the control for repression and derepression 

of the GAL1 gene (Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2004). 

The Reg1p-Glc7p phosphatase complex is another major component of the 

glucose repression pathway. GLC7 is an essential gene and it encodes the catalytic 

subunit of protein phosphatase type 1 (PP1) (Tu & Carlson, 1994). Genetic evidence has 

indicated that Reg1p is needed for glucose repression and the two proteins are 

physically attached based on their strong interaction in a two-hybrid system and their 

co-immunoprecipitation (Tu & Carlson, 1995).  Moreover, PP1 along with Reg1p 

functions in the Snf1p pathway and controls the interaction between Snf1p and Snf4p in 

response to the glucose signal (Jiang & Carlson, 1996). Glc7p-Reg1p interacts with the 

catalytic domain of active Snf1p and facilitates the conformational change of the kinase 

complex back to the autoinhibited state ((Ludin et al., 1998). 
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1.2.3 Hxk2p 

Hexokinase isozyme PII (Hxk2p) is encoded by HXK2 and is another important 

mediator protein in glucose repression in S cerevisiae. It phosphorylates glucose and 

also regulates glucose repression. It has been suggested that Hxk2p functions by 

interacting with Mig1p in the nucleus to create a repressor complex in glucose medium 

(reviewed by Carlson, 1999; Ahuatzi et al., 2004). Recently, a model has been 

proposed, according to which in high glucose conditions, Hxk2p interacts with Mig1p 

(serine 311 of Mig1p is important for this interaction) in the nucleus to form a repressor 

complex. This causes the dephosphorylation of serine 311 of Mig1p resulting in 

maintenance of repression for several glucose-regulated genes. In low glucose 

conditions, Hxk2p does not interact with Mig1p but still interacts with the Snf1p kinase. 

Since Hxk2p and Mig1p do not interact, this facilitates serine 311 phosphorylation of 

Mig1p by the Snf1p kinase. As a result, Mig1p is then exported out of the nucleus 

together with Hxk2p, and in the absence of the repressor complex in the nucleus 

transcription of several glucose-regulated genes is activated (Ahuatzi et al., 2007). 

 

1.2.4 Ssn6p (Cyc8p)-Tup1p 

The Ssn6p (Cyc8p)-Tup1p complex represses transcription of genes regulated 

by glucose, oxygen, DNA damage and other signals (Trumbly, 1992; Zitomer & lowry, 

1992; Mukai et al., 1991; Keleher et al., 1992; Elledge et al., 1993). It has been 

suggested that different TPR motifs of Ssn6p and WD domains of Tup1p mediate 

different protein-protein interactions which leads to recruitment of the co-repressor 

complex to pathway specific promoters that are identified by structurally dissimilar 

DNA-binding proteins (Tzamarias & Struhl, 1995).  

As described in section 1.2.1, it was believed that Mig1p inhibits transcription 

by recruiting the Ssn6p-Tup1p complex to the promoter of the target genes (Treitel & 

Carlson, 1995). It was also proposed that as a result of shuttling of Mig1p to the 

cytoplasm, the co-repressor complex dissociates from the promoter of the target genes 

and this alleviates repression (Smith & Johnson, 2000). However, both proteins were 

later shown to be continuously attached to GAL1 under repression and activation 

conditions, and this was also observed in a mig1Δ mutant yeast strain. Thus these results 
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have indicated that Mig1p is not needed to drive this co-repressor complex to the 

promoter of the GAL1 gene (Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2002, 2004).  

Nucleosome positioning, histone deacetylation, and mediator interference are the 

three mechanisms that have been suggested to explain the Ssn6p-Tup1p-mediated 

repression. Each of these mechanisms can be used at a single gene in a redundant 

manner. The RNR3 gene encodes the large subunit of the enzyme ribonucleotide 

reductase and is important in DNA replication and repair. RNR3 and the other RNR 

genes (RNR1, 2 and 4) are controlled by Ssn6p-Tup1p complex (Li & Reese, 2001; 

Zhou & Elledge, 1992; Li & Reese, 2000). The co-repressor complex is recruited to the 

RNR genes by the sequence-specific DNA-binding protein Crt1 (Davie et al., 2003; 

Huang et al., 1998). HUG1 is another gene controlled by Crt1p-Ssn6p-Tup1p and the 

DNA damage checkpoint pathway (Basrai et al., 1999). It was shown that by deleting 

ISW2, the gene encoding the catalytic subunit of ISW2 complex (chromatin remodelling 

complex), HDA1, a histone deacetylase gene, or genes that encode mediator subunits 

individually caused slight or no derepression of RNR3 and HUG1. However, when the 

mediator mutations were combined with either Δisw2 or Δhda1 mutations, transcription 

was improved. Moreover, in the triple isw2:hda1:mediator mutants, derepression was 

observed to be strongest. Further the increase in transcription was not because of loss of 

Tup1p at the promoter and correlated with increased TATA-binding protein cross-

linking to promoters. The yeast mediator complex functions as a bridge which passes on 

regulatory information from enhancers and other control elements to the basal RNA 

polymerase II transcription machinery (Bjorklund & Gustafsson, 2005). med3, sin4, 

srb10 and srb11 are some of the mediator components in Ssn6p-Tup1p mediated 

repression and are also subunits of the RNA polymerase II holozyme (Zhang & Reese, 

2004).  

 It has been proposed that Ssn6p-Tup1p complex has developed multiple 

mechanisms to function as a global co-repressor. Moreover different groups of genes 

have developed different strategies to use Ssn6p-Tup1p in repression (Zhang & Reese, 

2004).  
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1.2.5 Mechanism of regulation of CCR in S. cerevisiae 

In high glucose conditions, Mig1p is dephosphorylated by Glc7p-Reg1p 

phosphatase complex and is transported to the nucleus by the Nuclear Localization 

Signal (NLS) present in it. In the nucleus, Hxk2p interacts with Mig1p (serine 311 of 

Mig1p is important for this interaction) and they form a repressor complex in the 

nucleus. Furthermore in the nucleus, Mig1p interacts with the Ssn6p-Tup1p co-

repressor complex and is important for repression. However Mig1p is not required to 

recruit the Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor complex to the promoter of genes subject to 

carbon catabolite repression. Mig1p binds to the promoter and inhibits transcription of 

genes subjected to CCR. 

In low glucose conditions, Hxk2p do not interact with Mig1p and so serine 311 

is available for phosphorylation by Snf1p, which in low glucose conditions moves into 

the nucleus. As a result of phosphorylation, Mig1p moves into the cytoplasm through 

Msn5p, an exportin protein.  However translocation of Mig1p into the cytoplasm is not 

a critical criterion as derepression was observed even when Mig1p was present in the 

nucleus. Therefore, it has been proposed that phosphorylated Mig1p binds to promoters 

of genes subject to CCR which prevent its interaction with Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor 

complex which may lead to non-functional co-repressor complex. Thus Snf1p 

dependent phosphorylation of Mig1p is the regulating factor to control repression and 

derepression. Phosphorylation of serine 311 of Mig1p is crucial for Mig1p translocation 

to the nucleus and derepression (reviewed by Carlson, 1999; Jiang & Carlson, 1997; 

Treitel, et al., 1998; Vincent et al., 2001; Ludin et al., 1998; Ahuatzi et al., 2004, 2007; 

Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2002, 2004; De Vit et al., 1997, De Vit & Johnston, 

1999).  
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Figure 1.2: An overall mechanism of regulation of CCR in S. cerevisiae.  

                 show the interaction between proteins in the nucleus; Hxk2p and Mig1p, Mig1p and Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor complex,         means no interaction between 

proteins, Hxk2p and Mig1p, Mig1p and Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor complex and between promoter gene and Ssn6p-Tup1p co-repressor complex,               shows 

translocation of Mig1p into the nucleus,      shows inhibition of transcription (De Vit et al., 1997, De Vit & Johnston, 1999; reviewed by Carlson, 1999; Treitel, et al., 

1998; Vincent et al., 2001; Ludin et al., 1998; Ahuatzi et al., 2004, 2007; Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2002, 2004).  
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1.3 CCR in A. nidulans  

Mutational studies have led to the identification of genes which are involved in 

CCR in A. nidulans. Some of these genes are creA, creB, creC and creD (reviewed by 

Kelly, 2004; Boase & Kelly, 2004).  

 

1.3.1 CreA 

The areA gene encodes a positive regulator protein, AreA, which is required for 

ammonium derepression (Arst & Cove, 1973; Wilson & Arst, 1998). Strains that 

contain loss of function mutations in areA are not able to grow on other nitrogen 

sources in the presence of D-glucose, as the enzymes subject to ammonium repression 

will not be expressed in the absence of ammonium. However, in certain cases, for 

example acetamide and proline, compounds can act as both carbon and nitrogen sources 

and the enzymes responsible for their utilization are subjected to both CCR and 

ammonium repression. Thus strains with areA loss of function mutations can grow on 

medium containing acetamide or proline as the only sources of carbon and nitrogen, in 

the absence of D-glucose, but not as the only nitrogen source with D-glucose as carbon 

source. Mutations in creA were identified as suppressors of an areA lack of function 

mutation, on medium containing proline or acetamide in D-glucose (Arst & Cove, 1973; 

Bailey & Arst 1975). 

The creA gene encodes a DNA-binding protein, CreA which contains the zinc 

finger of the Cys2-His2 class, an alanine rich region and frequent S(T)PXX  motifs 

(Dowzer & Kelly, 1989, 1991). It binds to consensus sequence, 5’ SYGGRG 3’, on 

DNA (Kulmberg et al., 1993).  The amino acid sequence of the zinc finger region of 

CreA is similar to the zinc finger region of Wilm’s tumor suppressor protein and to the 

yeast Mig1p (Dowzer & Kelly, 1991). The acidic domain of CreA has a concentration 

of acidic residue, and this concentration is conserved in homologues in other fungi. 

Another region of 42 amino acids is very highly conserved between all of the CreA 

proteins found in other organisms and is rich in serine, threonine, and proline residues, 

which is a characteristic commonly present in regulatory proteins (Suzuki, 1989). This 

region was formerly known as the Rgr1-similar region due to limited sequence 

similarity with Rgr1p region from yeast (Sakai et al., 1988, 1990; Dowzer & Kelly, 
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1991, reviewed by Kelly, 2004), however the function is not conserved with Rgr1p, and 

thus the region is known as the conserved region. CreA has subsequently been 

identified in other fungi, for example, Metarhizium anisopliae (Screen et al., 1997), T. 

reesei (Strauss et al., 1995), S. sclerotiorum (Vautard et al., 1999), Cochliobolus 

carbonum (Tonukari et al., 2003), Neurospora crassa (de la Serna et al., 1999).  

Mutations in creA that have been studied can be categorized into two groups. 

Seven mutant alleles contain missense mutations (creA311, creA334, creA331, creA1, 

creA204, creA305, creA306) in the zinc finger region and were predicted to affect the 

binding to the cis-acting regulatory regions that are CreA regulated. The other group 

comprises twelve mutants containing nonsense mutations and frameshift mutations 

(creA303, creA304, creA305, creA30, creA301, creA302, creA401, creA307, creA218, 

creA220, creA221, creA322) which lead to truncated protein (Shroff et al., 1996, 1997; 

reviewed by Kelly, 2004). creA mutants showed varying degree of derepression of a 

wide range of genes that would be normally repressed by glucose. For example, creA30 

led to high levels of derepression of alcohol dehrogenase (Adhl) while creA220 led to 

very low level of derepression of Adhl. On the other hand, creA30 resulted in very low 

levels of derepression and creA220 led to high levels of derepresssion, of enzymes 

responsible for proline utilization. (Shroff et al., 1996, 1997).  

Analysis of the creA322 mutation showed that a small region towards the C-

terminal end of CreA contains sequence required for repression by CreA. An A. 

nidulans strain containing the creA322 allele, which lacks the final 80 amino acids, 

showed reduced sensitivity to CCR for a number of systems. For example, it leads to 

expression of genes involved in utilization of acetamide, L-proline, ethanol and starch, 

in the presence of D-glucose (Shroff et al., 1997). A null allele was constructed for creA 

and was found to have phenotype similar to a number of mutations that lead to truncated 

CreA protein (Shroff et al., 1997). However a missense mutation within the DNA-

binding domain, creA306, had a more extreme phenotype than creA deletion strains. It 

exhibited compact morphology, slow growth and a high degree of derepression and is 

the only mutation that is predicted to produce full-length protein which has no DNA 

binding property (Shroff et al., 1997).  

The creA gene is autoregulated; in wild type strains, the amount of creA specific 

transcript was higher in cultures grown in non repressing conditions - glycerol or 

arabinose as compared to repressing condition - D-glucose. In addition the amount was 

similar in all the above conditions in creA mutant strains. The high amount of creA 
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transcript and presumably protein in conditions when CreA is not needed, if the role of 

CreA is only a transcriptional repressor in repressing conditions, is consistent with a 

role for CreA in conditions that are carbon catabolite repressing as well as carbon 

catabolite derepressing (Shroff et al., 1996). Studies have shown that the function of 

CreA is regulated at the transcriptional and post-translational level (Strauss et al., 1999). 

It has been shown recently that CreA is an ubiquitinated protein implying regulation of 

CreA by the ubiquitination and deubiquitination system (Kamlangdee, 2008). CreA is a 

global regulator as it mediates CCR for a number of alternative carbon utilizing 

systems.  

 

1.3.2 CreB and CreC 

The creB and creC genes were also identified in the genetic screen that 

identified the involvement of creA in CCR, as suppressors of areA217 on medium 

containing glucose and acetamide. The creB and creC mutant alleles are pleiotropic and 

phenotypically indistinguishable from each other. The phenotypic effects are not 

additive in strains containing mutations in both creB and creC, indicated that CreB and 

CreC probably act in the same pathway or in complex (Hynes & Kelly, 1977; Kelly & 

Hynes, 1977; Kelly 1980; Arst, 1981, Lockington & Kelly, 2001). 

The creB gene encodes a deubiquitinating protein (Lockington & Kelly, 2001). 

CreB contains 6 DUB homolog domains, a coiled-coil region which is possibly 

involved in recognition of substrate (Lockington & Kelly, 2001) and 4 PEST sequences 

(Lockington & Kelly, 2002) that are implicated as signals for proteolysis. There is no 

highly similar sequence found in S. cerevisiae but there are highly conserved proteins in 

mammals, Drosophila, Arabidopsis and nematodes (Lockington & Kelly, 2001).The 

creC gene encodes a 630 amino acid protein composed of 5 WD40 repeat motifs, a 

proline rich region and a putative NLS region. Proteins that are highly conserved with 

CreC were found in S. pombe, humans, mouse A. thaliana and C. elegans but there is no 

homolog of CreC found in S. cerevisiae (Todd et al., 2000).  

Mutations in creB and creC lead to sensitivity to allyl alcohol and stronger 

growth than the wild type strain on acetamide in the presence of D-glucose. Moreover, 

both these systems are subjected to CCR, thus creB and creC mutations leads to 

derepression of some enzymes that would normally be subject to CCR but the pathways 
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affected are only a subset of those systems affected by mutations in creA (Hynes & 

Kelly, 1977). Furthermore, creB and creC mutations also result in weaker growth on 

carbon sources including quinate and proline, in the absence of glucose, and lead to 

high levels of  some enzymes, for example extracellular proteases, in the presence or 

absence of glucose (Hynes & Kelly, 1977). Taken together, these studies indicate a role 

for CreB and CreC in both carbon catabolite repressing and derepressing conditions 

(reviewed by Kelly, 2004). 

It has been shown by co-immunoprecipitation that CreB and CreC interact in 

vivo in both repressing and derepressing conditions. Furthermore, overexpression of 

CreB can partially compensate for a lack of CreC in the cell, but not vice-versa, 

indicating that CreB acts downstream of the CreC protein. Some substrates of CreB 

have been identified in A. nidulans; CreA and QutD permease. The QutD permease is 

encoded by qutD and is responsible for the intake of quinic acid by the A. nidulans 

cells. Both CreA and QutD are ubiquinated proteins. These findings support the model 

proposed of CCR in which the CreB-CreC complex deubiquitinate CreA and other 

substrates (permeases) and therefore modifies or stabilizes these proteins (Lockington & 

Kelly, 2002; Kamlangdee, 2008; reviewed by Kelly, 2004).  

 

1.3.3 AcrB 

The acrB2 mutation was isolated through its resistance to acriflavine (Roper & 

Kafer, 1957). The acrB gene has been cloned and physically analysed. It encodes a 

protein AcrB which is a transmembrane protein with coiled-coil domains (Boase et al., 

2003). The acrB2 mutation is similar to the creD34 mutation in conferring resistance to 

acriflavine (Kelly & Hynes, 1977, Arst, 1981). The model proposed in Figure 1.6 

explains the mechanism of CCR in A. nidulans involving ubiquitination and 

deubiquitination and includes CreA, CreB, CreC, CreD, and HulA. AcrB is not included 

in the model as there is insufficient information known about the involvement of AcrB 

in CCR to be included in the model.  
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1.3.4 CreD and HulA 

The creD34 mutation was identified as a suppressor of the sensitivity of creC27 

mutant strain to fluoroacetamide in D-glucose medium, and also suppressed the 

sensitivity of creB15 mutant strains on this medium (Kelly & Hynes, 1977). It 

suppressed fluoroacetate and allyl alcohol sensitivity found in creB15 and creC27 

strains (Kelly & Hynes, 1977). Since creD34 suppresses some of the creB and creC 

mutant phenotypes, it was proposed that CreD may act in an opposing process to the 

deubiquitination role of the CreB–CreC complex and thus may function in 

ubiquitination of proteins that are targets of the CreB-CreC complex (Boase & Kelly, 

2004).  

The creD gene encodes a protein that contains an arrestin_N and an arrestin_C 

domain, a PPXY motif and two PXY motifs. The CreD protein is highly similar to the 

Rod1p and Rog3p from S. cerevisiae. Both Rod1p and Rod3p have been shown to 

interact via their PY regions with the WW domains of the E3 ubiquitin ligase Rsp5p 

(Andoh et al., 2002) which has been found to be a homologue of the HulA protein in A. 

nidulans. It has been shown using the bacterial two hybrid system that CreD interacts 

weakly with HulA, a HECT ubiquitin ligase, and thus it has been proposed that CreD is 

a component that is involved in the ubiquitination aspect of regulatory network that 

includes the CreB-CreC complex (Boase & Kelly, 2004). 

 

1.4 CCR in other filamentous fungi 

In contrast to yeast, little is known about CCR in other filamentous fungi. Upon 

identification of CreA in A. nidulans, several homologs of CreA were subsequently 

identified including, Cre1 in T. reseei, CRE1 in S. sclerotiorum and CreA in M. 

anisopliae (Strauss et al., 1995; Screen et al., 1997; Ilmen et al., 1996; Vautard & 

Fevre, 1999).  

Among the different fungi in which CCR has been studied, one of them is S. 

sclerotiorum which is a phytopathogeic fungus. The cre1 gene that encodes CRE1, a 

homolog of A. nidulans CreA, was cloned and characterized in S. sclerotiorum. The two 

zinc finger regions of CRE1 were similar to the zinc finger region of S. cerevisiae 

glucose repressors Mig1p and Mig2p. However cre1 did not complement mig1 
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deficiencies in S. cerevisiae even though it contains several motifs which are involved 

in regulation of function of Mig1p (Vautard et al., 1999).  

  S. sclerotiorum secretes pectin enzymes among other enzymes, and their 

production is subject to induction by compounds that are structurally related to the 

substrates and to catabolite repression by easily metabolizable sugars including glucose. 

It was shown that glucose induced high levels of CRE1 which remained stable in pectin 

medium but did not inhibit endopolygalacturonase genes transcription and this 

suggested that CRE1 is subjected to post-translation modifications to allow transcription 

of glucose repressed genes. Further, localization of CRE1 was affected by the changes 

in external carbon source shown by subcellular fractionation in S. sclerotiorum and 

fluorescence microscopy of GFP-CRE1 in A. nidulans; in the presence of glucose, 

CRE1 was in the nucleus and in the absence of glucose, it was in the cytoplasm. Thus it 

was proposed that filamentous fungi control the activity of the glucose repressors by 

controlling their nuclear shuttling in the cell (Vautard-Mey et al., 1999). A further study 

in which the fusion protein was used in A. nidulans had shown that mutation in one site 

(Ser266) among the five putative AMPK phosphorylation sites abolishes the repressor 

function of fusion protein GFP::CRE1; however it did not affect the nuclear targeting. 

These findings imply that AMPK may be involved in the function of the fungal glucose 

repressor (Vautard-Mey & Fevre, 2000). AMPK is an AMP activated protein kinase 

that plays a role in cellular energy homeostasis. The AMPK cascade functions as a 

metabolic sensor and monitors the cellular AMP:ATP ratio. On activation by the 

increase in the ATP:AMP ratio, the enzyme switches off anabolic pathways utilizing 

ATP and switches on catabolic pathways that produces ATP (Hardie et al., 1994). 

Mammalian AMPK is homologous to SnF1p and the latter shares structural similarity 

(46%) to the former (Carling et al., 1994; Woods et al., 1994). Mammalian AMPK and 

SnF1p kinase in yeast are the essential components of kinase cascades and are highly 

conserved between animals, fungi and plants (Hardie et al., 1994). 

Another filamentous fungus in which CCR has been studied is T. reesei 

(Hypocrea jecorina). It contains the homolog of CreA (A. nidulans) which is known as 

Cre1. It was shown that phoshorylation of Ser241
 (Ser266

 in S. sclerotiorum CRE1) is 

necessary for Cre1 to bind to its target sequence which is different to S. cerevisiae 

Mig1p where phosphorylation has no effect on DNA binding. Mutational studies 

showed that Ser241E (replacement to glutamic acid) mimicked phosphorylation while 

Ser241A (replacement to alanine) caused DNA binding of Cre1 without phosphorylation 
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suggesting that phosphorylation is needed to change inactive Cre1 to the functional 

form involving unphosphorylated Ser241. In addition it was also suggested that 

phosphorylation might occur by a caesin kinase II-like protein (Cziferszky et al., 2002). 

 Although the target of phosphorylation of Cre1 in both S. sclerotiorum and T. 

reesei is amino acid serine but findings in the two fungi are different in many respects: 

expression of CRE1 containing Ser266A mutation of S. sclerotiorum leads to derepressed 

phenotype whereas in T reesei, Ser241A mutation did not show derepressed phenotype. 

Another difference is the protein kinase possibly involved, in S. sclerotiorum, it is the 

AMP-kinase while in T. reesei, caesin kinase II-like protein is suggested (Vautard & 

Fevre, 2000; Cziferszky et al., 2002). 

CCR of xylanase I (xyn1) gene expression was also studied in T. reesei. There 

are two specific xylan-inducible xylanases encoded by xyn1 and xyn2 and they degrade 

hemicelluloses. It has been postulated that glucose represses the basal transcription of 

xyn1 and the latter is mediated by an inverted repeat of the consensus motif for Cre1-

mediated CCR (Mach et al., 1996). 

In M. anisopliae, the pr1 gene encodes a serine protease which is a cuticle 

degrading enzyme to invade insects.  The synthesis of this enzyme is subject to both 

carbon and nitrogen repression, and they have been shown to operate at the level of 

transcription (St Leger et al., 1991, 1992, Screen et al., 1997). The pr1 promoter region 

contains putative CreA and AreA binding sites, and A. nidulans GST-CreA was capable 

of binding to two of the three putative CreA sites in vitro. Another gene, crr1, was 

identified that encodes a C2-H2 type DNA binding protein with 67% sequence identity  

to A. nidulans CreA, and Crr1 can partially substitute for CreA function (Screen et al., 

1997). 

   

1.5 Ubiquitination and Deubiquitination system 

Ubiquitination plays important roles in regulation of a variety of biological 

processes. It involves the covalent modification of proteins by the attachment of 

ubiquitin moieties to them. Ubiquitin is a 76 amino acid polypeptide, highly conserved 

throughout evolution which is expressed in all eukaryotic cells. Polyubiquitination 

usually marks the proteins for degradation by the 26S proteasome complex. However, 

monoubiquitination serves nonproteolytic functions in diverse cellular processes, for 

example endocytosis, protein sorting within secretory pathways, chromatin remodeling 
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and viral budding (Swaminathan, 2002). The proteasome is one of two main proteolytic 

systems within eukaryotic cells. The lysosome is the other proteolytic system and they 

are membrane bound organelles that contain an assortment of acidic hydrolases 

including many proteolytic enzymes (Bohley & Seglen, 1992). However, proteasomes 

are multi-protein complexes present in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Proteasomes 

degrade proteins by recognizing proteins marked with ubiquitins (reviewed by 

Bonifacino & Weissman, 1998).   
The ubiquitination pathway is shown in Figure 1.3. Ubiquitination involves 3 

enzymes, E1s (ubiquitin activating enzymes), E2s (ubiquitin conjugating enzymes) and 

E3s (ubiquitin protein ligases). Ubiquitin is activated by the action of E1 which is an 

ATP dependent reaction. Ubiquitin is then transferred to the active site cysteine of E2. 

Finally, the activated ubiquitin is transferred to the E3 bound substrate and this reaction 

is catalyzed by E3.  E3s play the key role in protein ubiquitination because they serve as 

the specific recognition factors of the system. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) 

plays major roles in many biological processes, including the regulation of cell cycle, 

cancer and cell survival, immune response and degradation of proteins retained within 

the endoplasmic reticulum (Murray, 2004; Ciechanover & Iwai, 2004; Kloetzel 2004; 

reviewed by Bonifacino & Weissman, 1998; reviewed by Nandi et al., 2006; Dupre et 

al., 2004; reviewed by Woelk et al., 2007). 

 However, the removal of ubiquitins potentially plays a role in the regulation of 

cellular processes and this process is catalyzed by a class of proteins called 

deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs). They are cysteine proteases that specifically cleave 

ubiquitin from Ub-protein conjugates, Ub precursors and Ub adducts (Figure 1.4). 

DUBs are divided into two categories: Ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolases (UCH) 

and Ubiquitin specific proteases (UBP). They are present in many organisms including 

yeast S. cerevisiae, C. elegans, M. musculus and humans. DUBs are implicated in many 

biological pathways including cell growth and differentiation, development, 

oncogenesis, neuronal diseases and chromosome structure and transcriptional regulation 

(reviewed by Chung & Baek, 1999, Amerik & Hochstrasser, 2004). 
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Figure 1.3: The Ubiquitination pathway  

(A) Schematic representation of the ubiquitination process. E1, E2 and E3 are the three enzymes 

that catalyse the reaction. The two major classes of E3 ligases are described. (B) Schematic 

representation of the different Ub modification with their functional roles. The question mark 

indicates that the functions of branched chains are largely known. K represents the lysine residues 

where ubiquitin moieties are added (Woelk et al., 2007). 
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Figure 1.4: Functions of DUBs in the ubiquitination pathway.  

Processing of ubiquitin precursors (1), editing of ubiquitin conjugates which are generally 

adducts to other proteins in the cell but can also be ligated to abundant small nucleophiles (2), 

recycling of ubiquitin or ubiquitin oligomers from ubiquitin protein conjugates targeted for 

degradation (3), disassembly of unanchored ubiquitin oligomers (4) (source: Amerik & 

Hochstrasser, 2004). 
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1.6 Intracellular localization of proteins 

The study of proteins in vivo is often concerned with the synthesis, function, 

expression and localization within the cell. The knowledge of localization of protein is 

helpful in understanding the biological aspects of function of some proteins, where 

localization plays crucial roles.  

 

1.6.1 Methods to determine localization of proteins in the cell 

 Different methods are available to determine the distribution of proteins. Some 

of the common methods are computer prediction, subcellular fractionation and 

microscopy. 

Subcellular localization by experimental approach is often laborious and 

expensive. On the other hand computational method can make the procedure fast and 

accurate. There are many automated computer programmes available which are used to 

predict the subcellular localization of proteins in prokaryotes, fungi, plants and animals. 

One example is TargetP which only on the basis of N-terminal sequence information 

differentiates between proteins targeted to the mitochondria, choloroplast, the secretory 

pathway and other localizations with a success rate of 85% in plants or 90% in other 

organisms on redundancy-reduced test sets (Emanuelsson et al., 2000). 

An important compartment of the cell is the nucleus. Although all the proteins 

are synthesized in the cytoplasm, some proteins go back to the nucleus depending on the 

type of biological process in which they work. The translocation of protein into the 

nucleus is mediated by nuclear localization sequences. To predict NLS, an example is 

NucPred which is a web tool. It is based on regular expression matching and multiple 

program classifiers induced by genetic programming. It analyses patterns in protein 

sequences in eukaryotes and predicts if a protein spends at least some time or no time at 

all in the nucleus (Brameier et al., 2007). 

Another applicable technique is subcellular fractionation which can be used for 

large scale studies. This method is conventional and has been used largely to obtain 

cellular organelles and macromolecules in a functional state, in which they maintain 

their novel biochemical properties. It is usually accomplished by performing cell lysis 

using gentle mechanical means or using mild detergents. It is then followed by 
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fractionation of cellular components using differential centrifugation (Claude, 1975; de 

Duve & Baeufay, 1981). Many studies have used this technique to determine the 

distribution of proteins, for example, subcellular fractionation in S. sclerotiorum has 

demonstrated the presence of CRE1 in nuclei of hyphae grown in glucose but in the 

cytoplasm upon removal of glucose from the culture medium (Vautard-Mey et al., 

1999). 

Microscopy is one of the most common techniques used for localization of 

proteins. Many fluors and dyes are available which have made the task of localizing 

proteins very convenient. Proteins can be localized in live cells by using direct 

fluorescence microscopy or in fixed cell by immunostaining which in turn can be direct 

or indirect. In addition there are other microscopy techniques available including 

confocal and immunogold electron microscopy. Confocal laser scanning is a type of 

microscopy that gives higher resolution. It provides optical sectioning without 

disturbing out-of-focus light degrading the image and sharpens images of objects that 

are three dimensional (Pawley, 2006). For example, Nedd4, which is an ubiquitin 

protein ligase, was found in the cytoplasm mainly in the perinuclear region and 

cytoplasmic periphery, upon confocal laser scanning microscopy in human cells (Anan 

et al., 1998). Immunogold electron microscopy is a method for visualizing proteins 

within a cell using gold particles attached to an antibody that binds specifically to that 

protein (www.cftdiagnostics.com/lib_glossary.htm). For example, in S. cerevisiae, 

Rsp5p was found to be present at the plasma membrane and at the perivcuolar sites 

using both GFP:Rsp5p fluorescence and immunogold electron microscopy (Wang et al., 

2001). Another example is mRNA binding protein (mrnp41) in human, which was 

found using immunogold electron microscopy to be present in the nucleus and 

cytoplasm and showed labelling of nuclear pore complexes (Kraemer & Blobel, 1997). 

 

1.6.2 Regulation and significance of protein localization in the cell 

   The subcellular distribution of some proteins is regulated by different factors, 

for example, concentration of nutrients, culture medium, specific sequences and 

domains within proteins, temperature and phosphorylation. As described earlier, in S. 

cerevisae, the nature of the carbon source in culture medium regulated the nucleo-

cytoplasmic shuttling of Mig1p (DeVit et al., 1997). Another example is the protein 

http://www.cftdiagnostics.com/lib_glossary.htm�
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Dok1, which is a cytoplasmic /membrane adaptor protein with tumour suppressive 

activity, which shows nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling. Its subcellular localization and 

function has shown to be regulated by nuclear export signal (NES) and phosphorylation. 

A localization study of this protein showed that localization of Dok1 in the 

cytoplasm/membrane is essential for functions attributed to it downstream of tyrosine 

kinase signalling (Niu et al., 2006).  

The understanding of protein localization is important as the function of some 

proteins either depends on or is regulated by their distribution. For example, nuclear 

localization is an important event for MHC class II expression. To express MHC class II 

molecules, the regulatory factor X (RFX) is needed which is made up of RFX5, RFXAP 

and RFX-B/ANK subunits. Both RFX and RFXAP have nuclear localization signals 

(NLS) but no NLS was identified in RFX-B/ANK. It has been shown that RFX and 

RFXAP subunits could interact outside the nucleus but RFX-B/ANK does not adhere to 

the complex until after the subunits comes into the nucleus. As RFX-B has no NLS, it 

has been proposed that it enters the nucleus in association with another protein that has 

NLS (Nagarajan et al., 2004).  

From the above brief discussion, it can be concluded that study of localization of 

a protein is an important aspect and a powerful approach to understand protein. 

Furthermore, localization of a protein can be a regulated mechanism which in turn may 

be critical for function of that protein.  

 

1.7 A. nidulans as a model organism 

A. nidulans is an ascomycete fungus. Morphologically it has branched filaments 

(hyphae) formed of connected compartments or cells which together forms a syntical 

mycelium. A. nidulans can reproduce asexually and sexually. Asexual reproduction is 

via mycelial propagation, or through the germination of conidia. A. nidulans is 

homothallic and thus self-fertile. However crosses can be performed between 

homokaryons with genetically different nuclei (shown by white and green nuclei in 

Figure 1.5). The heterokaryons are unstable but can be maintained by using 

complementing auxotrophs (A. nidulans strains with different nutritional requirements 

from each other). In sexual reproduction, a fruiting body called a cleistothecium is 

formed which contains ascospores. These ascospores germinate and grow to form 

fungal hyphae. Apart from the two types of reproduction, there is a parasexual cycle in 
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which the haploid nuclei fuse in vegetative cells of heterokaryons to form a diploid, 

followed by mitosis (Figure 1.5) (Casselton & Zolan, 2002).  

The relative ease of handling A. nidulans in the laboratory facilitates the 

investigation of genetics and molecular biology of a simple multicellular eukaryote and 

thus the organism has become a powerful tool for fundamental research. A. nidulans can 

grow on a variety of media and usually takes only 48 hours to grow. Conidia are 

uninucleate which allows direct screening of mutants after replica-plating on different 

media. In addition, transformation of A. nidulans has provided enormous opportunities 

for genetic manipulation and use of different scientific techniques in this organism. The 

sequence of the 30.1Mb A. nidulans genome is publicly available and as a result, helps 

in performing genetic studies (Galagan et al., 2005). Several studies have provided well 

documented biological pathways, at the level of genetics, molecular biology and 

biotechnology. 
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Figure 1.5: Life cycle of A. nidulans (source: Casselton & Zolan, 2002). 
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1.8 Aims  

The studies undertaken in A. nidulans to understand the genes involved in CCR, 

have led to the identification of creA, creB, creC and creD. The creA gene encodes a 

DNA-binding protein, creB encodes a deubiquitinating protein, creC encodes a protein 

that contains WD40 repeat motifs and a proline-rich region and creD encodes a protein 

that contains an arrestin_N and an arrestin_C domain, a PPXY motif and two PXY 

motifs (Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Lockington & Kelly, 2002; 

Boase & Kelly, 2004).  

 Based on the previous studies, a model of CCR showing the interaction of 

proteins including CreA, CreB, CreC, CreD and HulA, has been proposed (Figure 

1.6A). In the model, in carbon catabolite repressing conditions CreA is recognized by 

the deubiquitination complex containing CreB-CreC which removes ubiquitins from 

CreA leading to reduced degradation of CreA by the proteasome or alteration in 

function. Therefore CreA is present to repress the transcription of genes subjected to 

CreA-mediated repression. However in carbon catabolite derepressing condition, CreB 

is subject to PEST-mediated proteolysis which leads to reduced deubiquitination of 

CreA and leads to increased degradation or altered function. Thus lower concentrations 

of functional CreA lead to relief of repression of genes subject to CreA-mediated 

repression (Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Lockington & Kelly, 2002; 

Boase & Kelly, 2004).  

Additionally, the above model can also be used to show the interaction of 

deubiquitination complex containing CreB-CreC with membrane transporters and 

permeases, for example, QutD, responsible for D-quinate utilization (Figure 1.6B). It 

has been shown that irrespective of carbon catabolite repressing or derepressing 

conditions, CreB stabilized in a complex with CreC is needed for the expression or 

stability of some gene/s, for example, those responsible for L-proline and D-quinate 

utilization. According to the model suggested (Figure 1.6B), the CreB-CreC 

deubiquitination complex removes ubiquitin molecules from the various permeases and 

transporters. The effects on CCR might be a consequence of altered concentrations or 

subcellular localizations of signaling molecules or by stabilizing membrane proteins 

(Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Lockington & Kelly, 2002; Boase & 

Kelly, 2004). 
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The aim of this research was to further study CCR by determining the 

subcellular localization of CreA, CreB, CreC and CreD involved in CCR in A. nidulans. 

The subcellular localization studies have been done in live cells, in 4% 

paraformaldehyde fixed cells and in immunostained cells using fluorescence microcopy. 

The specific aims of this project are listed below. 

 

(1) Is the localization of CreA regulated? 

  This aim has two sub-sections. Firstly to study the localization of CreA in 

mycelia grown in a range of carbon sources from repressing (1% D-glucose) to 

derepressing (1% galactose, 1% glycerol, 1% ethanol and 50 mM acetamide) carbon 

sources (acetamide was used as both carbon and nitrogen source) in order to determine 

whether the localization of CreA is regulated by the nature of the carbon source. 

Secondly, to determine whether the localization of CreA is affected by the absence of 

CreB or CreD, as CreA is proposed to be regulated by ubiquitination and 

deubiquitination (Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Boase & Kelly, 2004). 

 

(2) Is the localization of CreB and CreC regulated? 

  This aim has two parts. Firstly to study the localization of CreB and CreC in 

mycelia grown in a range of carbon sources from repressing (1% D-glucose) to 

derepressing (1% galactose, 1% glycerol, 1% ethanol and 50 mM acetamide) carbon 

sources (acetamide was used as both a carbon and nitrogen source) in order to determine 

whether their localization is regulated by the nature of the carbon source. Secondly, to 

determine whether the localization of CreB is affected by the absence of CreD as these 

two proteins have been proposed to act in an opposite manner on the same substrate/s 

(Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Boase & Kelly, 2004).  

 

(3) Is the localization of CreD regulated?  

The localization of CreD in mycelia grown in a range of carbon sources from 

repressing (1% D-glucose) to derepressing (1% galactose, 1% glycerol, 1% ethanol and 

50 mM acetamide) carbon sources (acetamide was used as both a carbon and nitrogen 

source) will be assessed in order to determine whether there is any change in 

localization in repressing compared with derepressing conditions. In addition, whether 

the localization of CreD is affected by the absence of CreB will also be determined. 
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(4) Is CreB co-localized with CreC or CreD? 

Finally, whether CreB and CreC all localize to the same cellular compartment 

will be determined because co-immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that the 

two proteins are present in a complex (Lockington & Kelly, 2002). In addition, the co-

localization of CreB and CreD will also be determined, as CreB is a deubiquitinating 

protein and CreD is proposed to be part of ubiquitination system in CCR. Furthermore, 

these two proteins are proposed to have some substrates in common in CCR 

(Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2002; Boase & Kelly, 2004). 
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Figure 1.6: Model proposed to illustrate the interaction of proteins in A. nidulans. 

(A) showing the interaction of CreA with CreB, CreC, CreD and HulA, (B) showing interaction 

of QutD with CreB, CreC and HulA.  PC: protein complex, Ub: ubiquitin moieties. 

(Model derived from work performed by Kamlangdee, 2008; Lockington & Kelly, 2001, 2002; 

Boase & Kelly, 2004). 

(ii) 

(A) 

(B) 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

All the fungal strains of A. nidulans used in this study were grown in media 

purchased from the Central service Unit, School of Molecular and Biomedical Sciences, 

University of Adelaide. General laboratory chemicals were of analytical research grade 

and were purchased from a range of commercial manufacturers. 

 

2.1.1 Enzymes 

Table 2.1 Enzymes used in the study. 
Enzymes Manufacturer 

Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I from 

E. coli 
New England Biolabs, USA 

Lysing enzymes from Tricoderma harzianum Sigma, Denmark 

Phusion DNA polymerase Finnzymes, Finland 

Restriction endonucleases (and 10 X buffers) 

Boehringer-Mannheim, Germany, 

New England Biolabs and Promega, 

USA 

T4 DNA ligase Boehringer-Mannheim, Germany 

Taq DNA polymerase Geneworks, Australia 

 

All the enzymes, except the lysing enzymes, were used following the 

manufacturers’ instructions, in the appropriate reaction buffers.   

 

2.1.2 Molecular weight markers  

Table 2.2 Standard molecular weight markers used in the study.                                             
Molecular weight markers Manufacturer 

100 bps DNA ladder New England Biolabs, USA 

1 kb DNA ladder New England Biolabs, USA 

Precision plus Proteins standards BioRad, Australia 
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2.1.3 Radioactive isotopes 
 
[α-32 P] dATP (3000 Ci/mmole) was purchased from Perkin-Elmer Life Sciences Inc., USA    

 

2.1.4 Primary and Secondary antibodies 
 
Table 2.3 Primary antibodies and secondary antibodies used in the study. 
Antibodies Manufacturer 

Anti-Hemagglutinin High Affinity Rat monoclonal antibody  

(clone 3F10) 
Roche, Germany 

Labelled Goat Anti-rat IgG antibodies Alexa fluor-594 Molecular Probes, USA     

Anti-FLAG® M2 peroxidase conjugated    Sigma, USA 

Anti-Hemagglutinin peroxidase Roche, Germany 

Anti-GFP antibody conjugated with peroxidase AbCam, UK 

Anti-c-MYC monoclonal (9E10) conjugated with peroxidase Roche, USA/Germany. 

 

  2.1.5 Bacterial strain 

DH5α: F-mcrAΔlacU169 (Φ80dlacZΔM15) hsdR17recA1endA1gyrA96thi-1relA1 

(Hanahan, 1983). 
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2.1.6 A. nidulans strains 

Table 2.4 A.nidulans strains used in this study. 
Strain Genotype Origin/Source 

Wild type biotin biA1; niiA4 
Derived from Pateman et al., 

1967 

Wild type paba pabaA4 yA1  Kelly laboratory 

creAΔ4 creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 Shroff et al., 1997 

TA creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreA:GFP; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

T1 creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreA:HIS; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

THA creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:HA:CreA:GFP; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

TRV creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreAEcoRVΔ:GFP; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

TPV creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreAPvuIIΔ:GFP; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

TNT creAΔpabaA4 yA1:: argB+; argB2; riboB2 [pGPD::NtermΔCreA:GFP; pPL3] Roy et al., 2008 

creB1937 pabaA1 yA1; creB1937; riboB2 Lockington & Kelly, 2001 

creC956 biA1; creC956; niiA4 riboB2 Hynes & Kelly, 1977 

creC956 creB1937 pabaA1 yA1; creC956 creB1937; riboB2 Lockington & Kelly, 2002 

creD34 creD34; riboB2 
Derived from Kelly & Hynes, 

1977 

creD34 creB15 creD34 creB15; niiA4 riboB2 
Derived from Kelly & Hynes, 

1977 
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Strain Genotype Origin/Source 

BA pabaA1 yA1; creB1937; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreA:GFP; pPL3] This work 

DA creD34; riboB2 [pGPD::Myc:CreA:GFP; pPL3] 
Lockington, RA, see Roy et 

al., 2008 

TB5 pabaA1 yA1; creB1937; riboB2 [pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG; pPL3] This work 

TBD1 & TBD2 creD34 creB15; niiA4 riboB2 [pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG; pPL3] This work 

TDHA2 creD34;  riboB2 [pGPD::CreD:HA; pPL3] This work 

TDHAB creD34 creB15; niiA4 riboB2 [pGPD::CreD:HA; pPL3] 
Lockington & Kelly, 

unpublished result 

T7 pabaA1 yA1; creC956 creB1937; riboB2 [pGPD::CreC:HA] [GPD::CreB:FLAG; pPL3]  Lockington & Kelly, 2002 

TC biA1; creC27; riboB2 [pGPD::YFP:CreC:HA; pPL3] This work 

TBC2 
pabaA1 y; creC956 creB1937; riboB2 [pGPD::CreC:HA; pPL3]  

[pGPD:GFP:CreB:FLAG; pPL3] 
This work 

creB1937[pGPD:CreB:F

LAG] 
 pabaA1 yA1; creB1937; riboB2  [pGPD::CreB:FLAG; pPL3] Lockington & Kelly, 2002 

T1- creC956 

[pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3] 
biA1; creC956; niiA4 riboB2 [pGPD::CreC:HA; pPL3] Lockington & Kelly,  2002 

P2 [pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG; pPL3] [pGPD::CreD:HA; pPL3] This work 
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2.1.7 Primers  

Custom primers used in this study were all purchased from Geneworks, Australia. 

 

Table 2.5 Primers used in this study. 
           

   

         

Primer name      Primer sequence (5’-3’) Use Template 

prgfp GCTTACTGCAGACTTGTACAGCTCGTC  gfp PCR pGPD::GFP:2HA:HIS 

pgfp CGATAAGCTTGATCACATGGTGAGC gfp PCR pGPD::GFP:2HA:HIS 

BF TACTTACTTCTGAGACAC  creB  probe pGPD:CreB:FLAG 

BR TGACTCGACCGGTCGTGC  creB  probe pGPD:CreB:FLAG 

dHindIII CGCGGATCCTAAAAGCTTGCCCTGCCCCGT creD PCR BAC22E20/22Notre11 

dClaI GGATCGATACTTTCTTGTTGCTGC creD PCR BAC22E20/22Notre11 

PR ClaI 

YFPFP 

AGCTCCATCGATGCCACCATGGTGAGC 

 
yfp PCR 

pTVW venus clone plasmid  

(Murphy, T.N., Carnegie 

Institution of Washington, USA) 

PR HindIII 

YFPRP 

TATATCAAGCTTCGTTTCTCGTTCAGCTTT 

 
yfp PCR 

pTVW  venus clone plasmid  

(Murphy, T.N., Carnegie 

Institution of Washington, USA) 
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2.1.8 Vectors  

Table 2.6 Plasmids used in study. 

 

The plasmids containing creA, creB and creC sequences described in Table 2.6 

were made by Robin Lockington and provided for use in this project. Other plasmids 

used that were constructed as part of this work are described in the relevant result 

chapters. 

The plasmids expressing epitope tagged CreA and deletion variants of CreA were 

used to study the effects of deletion of CreA on its localization. The structure of CreA is 

presented in Figure 2.1, along with the different plasmid constructs showing the region 

of CreA and the epitope tags that are produced from the plasmids constructed for this 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plasmid Manufacturer 

pPL3 Oakley et al., 1987 

pBluescript ll SK+ Stratagene, USA 

pTVW venus clone plasmid 
Murphy, T.N., Carnegie Institution of 

Washington, USA 

pGPD::Myc:CreA:HIS Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::Myc:CreA:GFP Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::Myc:CreA:HA:GFP Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::Myc:CreAEcoRVΔ:GFP Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::Myc:CreAPvuIIΔ:GFP Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::NtermΔCreA:GFP Roy et al., 2008 

pGPD::CreB:FLAG Lockington & Kelly, 2002 

pGPD::CreC:HA Lockington & Kelly, 2002 

pGPD::GFP:2HA:HIS Lockington & Kelly, unpublished result 
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Figure 2.1: Plasmid construct for over-expression of epitope tagged wild type and deleted    

variants of CreA.  

A cartoon showing the region of CreA and the epitope tags that are produced from the plasmids 

constructed for this study; epitope tags are GFP, Myc, His6 and HA. The plasmids shown were 

constructed and transformed into A. nidulans to express the epitope tagged CreA and epitope 

tagged deletion variants of CreA (Roy et al., 2008). 
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2.1.9 Kits and miscellaneous materials 

 
Table 2.7 Kits and miscellaneous materials. 
Kits and miscellaneous materials Manufacturer 

DNeasy® Plant mini-kit Stratagene,  USA 

Hybond-N+ nylon membrane                                      Amersham, life sciences, UK 

Hybond-P nylon membrane Amersham life sciences, UK   

QIAquick PCR Purification kit Qiagen, USA   

Wizard®Plus SV Minipreps DNA purification system 

kits  
Promega, USA 

X-ray film AGFA, Belgium 

RNeasy plant mini-kit Qiagen, USA   

NuSep Life gels NuSep Ltd, Australia 

DIG-labelling kit Roche, Germany 

Lumi light western blot substrate Roche, Germany 

Microscopic slides 
Livingstone international Pty                                                                                                

Ltd., Australia 

Single cavity slides ProSciTech, Australia   

Complete mini, EDTA free Protease inhibitor tablet Roche, Germany 

 

2.1.10 Chemicals, solutions, buffers and media 

2.1.10.1 Chemicals  

Table 2.8 Chemicals used in the preparation of samples for microscopy.                                        
Chemicals Manufacturer 

IGEPAL CA-630 Sigma, USA 

Bovine serum Albumin Sigma, USA 

Paraformaldehyde powder Merck, Germany 

Hoechst 33258 pentahydrate (bis-benzimide)              Molecular probes, USA 

PIPES (Piperazine -N, N’-bis [2-ethanesulfonic acid])    Sigma, USA 

Ethylene glycol–bis (2-aminoethylether) N, N, N’, N’ 

tetra acetic acid  
Sigma, USA 
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2.1.10.2 Solutions, buffers and media 

All the solutions and buffers were made using MQ water and where appropriate 

were autoclaved. The solutions which were not autoclavable were sterilized by filtration 

using a 0.2 µm filter (Pall Sciences). The solutions and buffers are shown in Table 2.9. 

Aspergillus complete and minimal media were as described by Cove, 1966. 

Carbon sources were added at a final concentration of 1% (w/v) unless stated otherwise. 

Nitrogen sources were added at a final concentration of 10 mM unless otherwise stated. 
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Table 2.9 Solutions and buffers used in the study.

Stock solutions and buffers Composition 

10 X Oligolabelling buffer 0.5 M Tris.HCl pH 6.9, 0.1 M MgSO4, 1 mM DTT, and 0.6 mM each of dCTP, dGTP and dTTP. 

Prehybridisation (Phosphate) buffer 10 mM sodium orthophosphate, 5X SSC, 2% blotto, 0.4% SDS, 100 µl sonicated salmon sperm DNA 

5X RNA loading buffer 
4 mM EDTA, 2.28% HCHO, 7.75 M formamide, 0.1 M Phosphate buffer, 8% glycerol, 0.011 mg/ml  

ethidium bromide 

10 X agarose loading buffer for DNA 0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene cyanol FF, 25% Ficoll 400. 

RNA agarose running buffer (phosphate buffer)  

pH 7, 200 mM 
8.2 gm Na2HPO4, 6.6 gm NaH2PO4 in 500 ml MQ Water  

PME buffer pH 6.7 50 mM PIPES pH 6.7, 25 mM EGTA pH 8, 5 mM MgSO4 

4% Paraformaldehyde fixative solution 0.6 gm paraformaldeyde dissolved in 15 ml PME buffer at 60°C, pH 6.7 - pH 7.0 

Lipids Extraction solution (microscopy) 100 mM PIPES pH 6.7, 25 mM EGTA pH 8.0, 0.1% IGEPAL. 

3% Blocking solution TBS/BSA for microscopy 1 ml 10X TBS, 0.1ml of 10% Tween 20, 0.3 gm BSA made up to 10 ml MQ water. 

Cell wall T. harzianum lysing solution (microscopy) 200 mg lysing enzyme in 500 µl PME and 500 µl liquid egg white 

Membrane (DNA or RNA)Washing buffer  0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl pH 7.5, 0.3% (v/v) Tween 20. 

Maleic acid buffer 0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, adjust with NaOH to pH 7.5. 

Detection  buffer (used in southern hybridization and 

northern analysis) 
0.1 M Tris.HCl, 0.1M NaCl pH 9.5 

10XTBS 1.5 mM NaCl , 0.25 mM Tris, pH 7.5 with HCl 

1XPBS  137 mM NaCl , 2.6 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4 (anhydrous), 8.1 mM Na2HPO4 (anhydrous), pH 7.4 

Protein extraction solution 10% SDS, 1 M Tris pH 7.0, protease inhibitor tablet/10 ml  
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2.2 Methods 

Routine molecular techniques were performed as described in Sambrook et al., 1989, 

unless otherwise stated. Standard bacterial medium (L-broth) was purchased from Central 

Service unit, University of Adelaide, and when required, ampicillin or chloroamphenicol was 

added to a final concentration of 50 µg/ml or 170 µg/ml respectively, unless otherwise 

stated. 

 

2.2.1 Transformation of A. nidulans 

Transformation of A. nidulans was carried out using the method of Tilburn et al., 

1983, typically adding 100 mg Lysing enzymes/gm mycelium for protoplasting. The 

transformants in co-transformation experiments were selected using the riboB+ selectable 

marker plasmid, pPL3, on media lacking riboflavin.  

 

2.2.2 DNA/RNA extraction  

2.2.2.1 DNA extraction 

Fungal DNA was extracted by two different methods either using the DNAeasy Plant 

mini kit (Promega), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, or by the method described 

below: The A. nidulans culture was grown for 16-18 hours at 37°C and ground in absolute 

ethanol in the presence of sand using a sterilized pestle-mortar. The resulting material was 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was 

dissolved in 0.5 ml of 20 mM Tris-EDTA pH 8, followed by addition of 100 µl of 10 % SDS 

and incubation at 65°C for 1 hour. The mix was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 minutes. To 

the supernatant obtained, 100 µl of 5 M potassium acetate was added, and it was then 

centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant obtained was treated with an equal 

volume of isopropanol and incubated for 2 minutes at RT. The tube was then centrifuged at 

10,000 rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was dissolved in 2 

mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA. An equal volume of 5 M ammonium acetate was then added 

followed by the addition of 2.5 volumes of absolute ethanol. The mix was centrifuged and 

the pellet was washed with 75% ethanol twice. The resulting pellet was finally dissolved in 

50 µl MQ water. 
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2.2.2.2 RNA extraction 

Total RNA was isolated from A. nidulans mycelia using the RNeasy plant mini kit 

(Qiagen). The cultures were grown for 16 hours at 37°C. 

 

2.2.3 Polymerase chain reaction 

Optimal conditions for amplification of DNA fragments via the Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) were determined for each set of template and primers. DNA was amplified 

in an Eppendorf ® Mastercycler/Mastercycler Gradient machine typically as follows: an 

initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 seconds, annealing, and extension at 72°C. The annealing 

temperature was modified to suit specific template/primers sets and ranged between 55°C - 

72°C. The time for each step varied depending on the size of the desired product and the 

composition of bases of the template and primers.  

 

2.2.4 Radio-labelling a DNA probe using random oligolabelling 

The reaction mix made of 100-200 ng DNA, hexamer (60 ng/µl) and MQ water was 

denatured.  The denatured DNA was cooled on ice prior to addition of 10 X oligolabeling 

buffers and 1 µl – 2 µl of Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (5,000U/ml). This was 

followed by addition of radioactive [α-32 P] dATP (Perkin Elmer) and the reaction mix was 

incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. Finally the reaction was terminated by adding 100 µl of 

sterilized water. The DNA probe was denatured at 95°C for 5 minutes prior to adding to the 

prehybridized membrane. 

 

2.2.5 Southern Hybidization 

Approximately equal amounts (~ 200 µg) of DNA of each sample were digested with 

restriction enzymes. The digested DNA was electrophoresed in 1% agarose with 1XTAE 

buffer and depurinated in 0.25 M HCl for about 10 minutes followed by overnight transfer to 

Hybond N+ membrane under alkaline conditions (0.4 M NaOH). The membrane was 

neutralized in 5XSSC buffer. The neutralized membrane containing DNA was then 

hybridised with an appropriate DNA probe. 
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DNA hybridization was performed in two different ways based on the type of 

labelling of probe DNA.  

When the DNA probe was labelled by the random Oligolabeling method outlined in 

2.2.4, the membrane was incubated with prehybridization buffer for 2 hours at 65°C with 

gentle rotation. The DNA probe was denatured at 95°C for 5 minutes and added to the 

prehybridized DNA filter and left in the oven overnight for hybridization at 65°C.  The 

membrane was washed with 2XSSC/ 0.1% SDS, 0.5XSSC/ 0.1 % SDS and 0.1XSSC/0.1 % 

SDS for 20 minutes each. Finally the membrane was exposed to X-ray film. 

When the DNA probe was labelled using the DIG-labelling kit (Roche), according to 

the instructions provided by the manufacturer, the membrane was hybridized at 50°C 

overnight in the prehybridization buffer provided with the DIG-labelling kit. After overnight 

hybridization, the membrane was processed as outlined in the DIG-labelling kit.  

 

2.2.6 Northern analysis of total RNA 

RNA was electrophoresed through 1.2% agarose (50 ml of agarose gel solution)  

made in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, containing 1 ml of 40% formaldehyde with 10 mM 

phosphate buffer as the running buffer. The RNA was then transferred to the Hybond N+ 

membrane (Amersham) under mild alkaline conditions (0.04 M NaOH) for 2-3 hours. The 

membrane was prehybrised in prehybridisation buffer (provided in the DIG- labelling kit) for 

30 minutes at 50°C. Probe creB DNA was labelled with digoxygenin (DIG- labelling kit, 

Roche) and heated at 68°C for 5 minutes before adding to the prehybridised membrane. The 

membrane was hybridized overnight at 50°C with gentle rotation. The development of the 

hybridized membrane was performed by using the DIG-labelling kit according to the 

instructions of the manufacturer. 

 

2.2.7 Western analysis of proteins 

For Western analysis, total protein was extracted, separated by PAGE, transferred 

to PVDF membrane and the different epitopes were detected using commercially 

available antibodies. The cells were grown in 200 ml of medium containing the 

appropriate carbon source with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as nitrogen source, for 16-18 

hours at 37oC. Mycelia were harvested and ground either in commercially available 200-
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500 µl of sample buffer (Life-GelsTM) or in protein extraction buffer containing a 

protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). Cell debris was separated by centrifugation at 14,000 g 

for 2 minutes at RT. The protein concentrations of the supernatants were estimated by 

electrophoresis of samples and staining a gel with Commassie blue R250. Approximately 

equal amounts of each protein sample were resolved by SDS/PAGE (10% Life-GelsTM) 

followed by semi-dry electroblot to PVDF membranes (Amersham, Life Science) for 30 

minutes at 20V at RT following the manufacturers instructions in transfer buffer (Life-

GelsTM). Filters were blocked (5% skimmed milk in 1X PBS, 0.1% Tween) for 2 hours at 

RT, and then incubated for 2 hours appropriate peroxidase conjugated antibody (diluted). 

After washing (1X PBS, 0.1% tween), antigen-antibody complexes were detected by 

autoradiography of the chemiluminescence reaction. 

 

2.2.8 Staining and microscopy 

In this study, cells were prepared in 3 different ways for microscopy: 

2.2.8.1 Live cell microscopy 

Conidia of A. nidulans strains were grown in 1% D-glucose, 1% galactose, 1% 

glycerol or 1% ethanol as carbon source in the presence of 10 mM ammonium tartarate, 

or 50 mM acetamide as carbon and nitrogen source at 25°C for 18-21 hours on sterilized 

coverslips in a 6-well tray. For live cell imaging, the germlings were incubated with 

Hoechst stain (Molecular probes), placed on a clean microscope slide along with the 

medium and observed under the microscope. The details of time taken from slide 

preparation to recording the images are provided in the figures of chapters 3 and 4 

respectively for each picture. 

2.2.8.2 Fixed cell microscopy 

Conidia of A. nidulans strains were grown in 1% D-glucose, 1% galactose, 1% 

glycerol or 1% ethanol as carbon source in the presence of 10 mM ammonium taratrate 

or 50 mM acetamide as carbon and nitrogen source at 25°C for 18-21 hours on sterilized 

coverslips in a 6-well tray. Coverslips with adherent germlings were transferred to 4% 

paraformaldehyde solution for fixation at RT for 30 minutes. The coverslips were then 

washed three times in PME buffer prior to incubation with Hoechst 33258 (0.2 µg/ml in 
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water). The coverslips were then placed on a clean glass slide to observe under the 

microscope. 

2.2.8.3 Immunostaining and microscopy 

Hyphae were grown in liquid media on coverslips which were transferred to 4% 

paraformaldehyde fixative solution for fixation and incubated at RT for 30 minutes. The 

coverslips were washed thrice for 5 minutes each in PME buffer. The cell walls were 

removed from hyphal cells by inverting the coverslips over 100 µl drops of digestion 

solution (lysing enzyme in PME, and diluted 1:1 with egg white) for 50 minutes at 25°C. 

Coverslips were subjected to three successive washes for 10 minutes each in PME buffer 

and then a 5 min incubation in extraction solution. Following a 5 minutes wash in PME 

buffer, coverslips were immersed in absolute methanol at -20°C and then subjected to 2 

additional washes in PME buffer. Prior to treatment with primary antibody, the 

coverslips were incubated in TBS/BSA for 15 minutes. For detection of the HA epitope, 

hyphal cells were exposed to the anti-HA rat monoclonal antibody 3F10 (Boehringer 

Mannheim) diluted 1:100 in TBS/BSA for 1 hour at RT. Coverslips were then washed 

three successive times for 5 minutes each in 1X TBS buffer prior to being incubated in 

1:1000 in 1X PBS Alexa-594 goat anti-rat (Molecular Probes) for 1 hour in dark at RT. 

Coverslips were subjected to five successive washes for about 5 minutes each before 

being stained with Hoechst 33258 (0.2 µg/ml in water) (Small et al., 2001, Todd et al., 

2005). 

Coverslips were mounted on a clean glass slide and observed using an AxioPlan 

Imaging microscope, Zeiss, equipped with Nomarski difference interference contrast and 

fluorescence optics. Intracellular visualization of cells was performed in 2 different 

conditions: live cells microscopy and fixed cells microscopy. In the former, GFP/YFP 

fluorescence was observed in live cells. While in the latter, the cells were either with 4% 

paraformaldehyde or immunostained. GFP/YFP fluorescence was observed in the 4% 

paraformaldehyde fixed cells while GFP/Alexafluor 594 in the immunostained cells 

using a Zeiss Axioplan 2TM imaging fluorescence microscope, with Hoechst 33258 

staining to visualize the nucleus. Images were photographed using an Axio cam TM with 

Zeiss filters for GFP, YFP, Alexafluor 594 and Hoechst, and processed in Adobe 

PhotoshopTM. The brightness and contrast of the photographs have been slightly modified 

to provide better quality images. 
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2.3 Bioinformatics 

Sequence analysis was performed using programmes accessed via the Australian 

National Genomic Information Service (ANGIS, http://www.angis.org.au/). NEBcutter 

Version 2 (http://tools.neb.com/NEBcutter2/index.php) was used to determine restriction 

enzymes sites. The A. nidulans genome sequence was accessed via the Broad Institute 

Aspergillus Comparative Database website: 

 http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus_group/MultiHome.html) 

http://www.angis.org.au/�
http://tools.neb.com/NEBcutter2/index.php�
http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus_group/MultiHome.html�
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Chapter 3: The distribution of CreA in A. nidulans 
 

3.1 Background 

CreA is a DNA binding protein encoded by the creA gene. It binds to specific 

DNA sequences and causes the repression of genes responsible for utilization of 

alternative carbon sources in repressing conditions (Dowzer & Kelly, 1989, 1991). 

However little is known about CreA under derepressing conditions. At the gene level, 

analysis of the creA mutations has shown various degrees of deregulated expression of a 

wide range of genes that would normally be repressed in the presence of glucose 

(reviewed by Kelly, 2004). 

CreA is the major carbon catabolite repressor, but as described previously, little is 

known about how its function is regulated. Mig1p in S. cerevisiae and CRE1 in the 

filamentous fungus S. sclerotiorum show regulated intracellular localization. Mig1p was 

found in the nucleus in the presence of glucose whereas it is in the cytoplasm in the 

absence of glucose. However, it is the effect of the Snf1p phosphorylation of Mig1p on 

its interaction with Ssn6p-Tup1p that controls transcriptional repression and activation, 

and not the transport of Mig1p from the nucleus, that is essential for derepression ( DeVit 

et al., 1997; Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2004). Likewise, in S. sclerotiorum, CRE1 

was also localized in the nucleus in the presence of glucose and in the cytoplasm upon 

removal of glucose (Vautard-Mey et al., 1999). Since both Mig1p and CRE1 are 

involved in CCR, and have zinc finger binding regions that are similar to CreA, the 

question arose as to whether CreA was also shuttled between the nucleus and the 

cytoplasm, which may control the function of CreA. In this study, we have evaluated the 

amount and localization of CreA, in cells grown in repressing and derepressing 

conditions, to determine whether differential stability of CreA plays a crucial role in 

CCR, and/or whether altered intracellular localization of CreA plays an important role in 

CCR.  

In A. nidulans, mutations in creB and creC were also identified that shared some 

of the mutant phenotypes of creA (Hynes & Kelly, 1977). The CreB protein is a 

deubiquitinating enzyme, and CreC is a WD40 protein present in a complex with the 

CreB deubiquitinating enzyme (Kelly & Hynes, 1977; Lockington & Kelly, 2001, 2002; 

Todd et al., 2000). Recently it has been shown that CreA is a substrate of CreB 
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(Kamlangdee, 2008). Hence we have determined whether the presence or absence of 

CreB affects the amount or intracellular localization of CreA. We have also determined 

whether the amount or intracellular localization of CreA is affected by the absence of 

CreD, as it is probable that either the amount or the activity of CreA is regulated by the 

ubiquitination complex containing HulA/CreD, but whether the control is direct or 

indirect has not been demonstrated. 

Plasmids were constructed to express epitope tagged versions of CreA, as shown 

in Table 2.6, to determine the amount and intracellular localization of CreA. Initially 

CreA was expressed under its native promoter but the level of expression of CreA was 

low, and no fluorescence was observed in mycelia grown in any media tested. Thus CreA 

was over-expressed from the gpdA promoter A. nidulans strains were co-transformed 

with pPL3 and plasmid constructs designed to over-express various CreA proteins (Table 

2.6, Figure 2.1) and co-transformants obtained were tested for phenotypic 

complementation. The wild type strain is not sensitive to allyl alcohol in the presence of 

glucose because alcA is not transcribed due to CCR. On the other hand depending on the 

degree to which a creA allele fails to repress the alcA promoter in repressing conditions, 

the creA mutants were sensitive to allyl alcohol as alcohol dehrogenase I converts allyl 

alcohol to a toxic compound acrolein (Shroff et al., 1997). The transformants over-

expressing CreA from the gpdA promoter showed normal repression, as in the presence 

of 1% D-glucose, the alcA gene was still as efficiently repressed as in wild type, as the 

transformed A. nidulans strains were as resistant to allyl alcohol, indicating very low 

levels of alcohol dehydrogenase I.  

Surprisingly, despite strong over-expression of creA from the gpdA promoter, 

under carbon catabolite derepressing conditions, all creA over-expressing transformants 

tested could still efficiently express genes subject to CreA-mediated carbon catabolite 

repression when no repressing carbon source was present, growing at wild-type rates on 

carbon sources such as ethanol.  Therefore the constitutive over-expression of creA does 

not affect normal repression and derepression (Roy et al., 2008). The amount of 

fluorescence was detectable due to overexpression of CreA, in all the media tested, so 

they were able to be used to study the sub-cellular localization of CreA using 

fluorescence microscopy. 
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 The amount of CreA in repressing and derepressing conditions 

In order to determine the amount of CreA in both repressing and derepressing 

conditions, cells of the TA strain over-expressing Myc:CreA:GFP were grown in 1% D-

glucose, 1% D-galactose, 1% glycerol or 1% ethanol as carbon source in the presence of 

10 mM ammonium tartarate or 50 mM acetamide as carbon and nitrogen source, at 37°C 

for 16-18 hours. Western analysis of Myc:CreA:GFP using anti-GFP (AbCam) 

polyclonal antibodies was performed as described in section 2.2.7 to determine the 

amount of epitope tagged CreA:GFP. A band was detected at the expected size for 

Myc:CreA:GFP of 72 KDa, however, a band of similar size was also observed in the 

non-transformed control track. Thus the antibodies used were not sufficiently specific to 

detect Myc:CreA:GFP in Western blots and even though the transformants fluoresced 

strongly, it could not be demonstrated that the band obtained was of  full length 

Myc:CreA:GFP. Thus another western blot was performed using anti-Myc antibodies to 

detect Myc:CreA:GFP but no band of the expected size of 72 KDa was observed. Further 

experiments by another member of the laboratory demonstrated that CreA undergoes N-

terminal processing and thus epitopes at the N-terminal end cannot be used to detect the 

protein. 

Thus a plasmid was made in which an HA epitope tag was added to an inessential 

region of CreA (Table 2.6, Figure 2.1) and a protein of the expected size, 72 KDa, was 

readily detected by Western analysis of protein extracts using anti-HA antibodies in 

transformed THA cells grown in both repressing and derepressing conditions 

(experiment performed by Lockington, R.A., see Roy et al., 2008). There was no signal 

detected in A. nidulans strains not containing a HA epitope. The amount of signal 

HA:CreA:GFP was similar in both repressing and derepressing conditions indicating 

similar levels of CreA (experiment performed by Lockington, R.A., see Roy et al., 2008). 

A protein band of about the expected size of 72 KDa was observed, and thus THA 

expresses a full length protein. When THA was observed under the microscope, the 

localization of CreA in the nucleus was similar to the TA strain (Myc:CreA:GFP) which 

supported that the fluorescence in TA is of CreA:GFP and not merely of GFP.  

The creA-gfp transformants were constructed using a creA deletion strain as the 

parent strain. As there were no creA sequences present, the possibility of recombination 
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to produce tagged mutant creA in the transformants was ruled out. Therefore, the CreA 

examined in the transformants is intact GFP tagged CreA. 

3.2.2. CreA is in the nucleus of cells grown at various glucose concentrations  

  In order to determine the intracellular location of CreA, conidia of a transformant 

of creAΔ4 containing GFP tagged CreA, TA, were germinated for 18 hours at 25°C on 

glass coverslips in media containing a range of glucose concentrations from 1% to 

0.01%. Fluorescence microscopy was used to examine the intracellular localization of 

GFP tagged CreA, and GFP fluorescence was predominately seen in the nucleus in 

mycelia grown in any of these conditions (Figure 3.1). A transformant of creAΔ4 

containing the GFP and HA doubly tagged CreA construct (THA) showed the same 

intracellular localization of CreA to that seen in the transformants containing the GFP 

tagged CreA (TA) (Figure 3.1). As a control it was demonstrated that the fluorescence 

observed was due to GFP and not any auto fluorescence, as a strain containing a similar 

construct, T1, but lacking the GFP tag was examined, and no nuclear fluorescence was 

detected using the GFP filters (Figure 3.1).  

 

3.2.3. CreA present in the nucleus of cells grown in derepressing carbon sources 

CreA is also present in the nucleus in germlings grown in derepressing carbon 

sources. Conidia of a transformant of creAΔ4 containing GFP tagged CreA (TA) were 

also germinated in media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose, or 

1% ethanol as carbon source in the presence of 10 mM ammonium tartarate, or 50 mM 

acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen source. In live cells, fluorescence was 

predominantly within the nucleus in media containing glucose, galactose, glycerol, 

acetamide or ethanol as the sole carbon source (Figure 3.2). This result clearly shows that 

in order to act as a transcriptional repressor, the CreA protein requires some sort of 

modification or protein interaction as it was clearly present in the nucleus under 

conditions where it is not active as a repressor. 

 Thus, even though the CreA protein is present at high levels in the nucleus, it is 

unable to effect repression in derepressing conditions, as phenotypic analysis of the 

strains show that they can both repress and derepress genes subject to carbon catabolite 

repression normally. Therefore, regulated localization of CreA to the nucleus is not a 

critical mechanism for the repression function of CreA. 
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of CreA:GFP at various glucose concentrations in live cells.  

Conidia were germinated for 18 hours at 25°C in media containing 10 mM ammonium tartarate 

and the following carbon sources: (A) T1, 1% glucose; (B) THA, 1% glucose; (C) TA, 1% 

glucose; (D) TA, 0.1% glucose; (E) TA, 0.01% glucose. T1 expresses Myc:CreA:His, TA 

expresses Myc:CreA:GFP, and THA expresses Myc:HA:CreA:GFP. Cells were observed using 

normal coverslips and within 5-20 minutes after slide preparation. Red color was used for 

Hoechst. In Row C, the merged image show strong red color due to strong Hoechst staining of the 

nuclei. Scale bar = 5 µm (A, C, D, E), ~ 2 µm (B). 
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of CreA:GFP in live cells. 

Conidia of strain TA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing (A) 1% 

glucose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (B) 1% galactose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (C) 

1% glycerol plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (D) 50 mM acetamide; (E) 1% ethanol plus 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate. TA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP. Cells were observed using normal coverslips 

and within 5-20 minutes after slide preparation. Red color was used for Hoechst.  

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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3.2.4 CreA is unstable in the cytoplasm  

Differences were noticed when fluorescence was observed after different times 

had elapsed after the preparations of slide. The fluorescence was observed both in the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm immediately after the coverslips carrying germlings were 

transferred to the microscope slide. However, after 5-7 minutes, the fluorescence in the 

cytoplasm had diminished (Figure 3.3). The striking difference could be an artifact 

caused by exposure to UV light of the microscope; starvation of the germlings; 

deprivation of oxygen under the coverslips; or it could have been that the fluorescence 

moved from the cytoplasm into the nucleus. To determine which of these factors caused 

the disappearance of fluorescence from the cytoplasm, a series of experiments were 

undertaken. 

3.2.4.1 Effects of UV light on the localization of CreA in A. nidulans 

Conidia of A. nidulans were grown in 1% D-glucose as the carbon source in the 

presence of 10 mM ammonium tartarate, on coverslips in a 6-well plate at 25°C for 16-18 

hours. A time course was performed in which each slide containing the germlings was 

observed under the microscope at different times. Each was exposed to UV only when it 

was under the microscope, otherwise they were kept in a dark box to protect them from 

any UV exposure.  

 

 

                      

                                     

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Disappearance of fluorescence from the cytoplasm in live cells. 

   Conidia of strain TA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing 1% glucose plus 

10 mM ammonium tartarate. (A) fluorescence on immediate observation of germlings (B) 

fluorescence after 4 minutes. TA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP. Cells were observed using normal 

coverslips.  Scale = 5 µm. 
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Table 3.1 Effects of UV on localization of GFP:CreA in A. nidulans. 
Microscopic 

slide no. 

Time after slide 

preparation 
Localization of CreA:GFP 

1 Immediate  
In the cytoplasm and the nucleus; started 
disappearing from the cytoplasm in some of the 
germlings. 

2 8 minutes Mostly in the nucleus 
3 15 minutes  Less in the cytoplasm and mostly in the nucleus 
4 23 minutes Majority in the nucleus 
5 33 minutes Completely in the nucleus 

                                      

From the above results (Table 3.1), it was clear that the exposure to UV light did 

not cause the disappearance of the fluorescence, as the germlings that had not been 

exposed to UV light showed reduced fluorescence in the cytoplasm over time. 

3.2.4.2 Effect of carbon starvation on localization of CreA 

It has been shown in S. cerevisiae that starvation can lead to changes in 

subcellular localization of proteins. For example, Gln3 is localized in the nucleus in cells 

starving for carbon or nitrogen, and mediates transcription of the nitrogen catabolite 

repression-sensitive genes, GAP1, GDH2, and PUT1 (Bertram et al. 2002). It has been 

shown that nuclear localization of Gln3 in carbon starvation is due to its indirect affects 

on nitrogen metabolism (Cox et al., 2002).   

When germlings on a coverslip are placed on a microscopic slide, they might 

become carbon starved. Thus the effect of starvation on localization of CreA was studied. 

Conidia of a transformant of creAΔ4 containing GFP tagged CreA (TA) were germinated 

in media containing 1% D-glucose as the carbon source in the presence of 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate at 25°C for 18-20 hours. The cells were then shifted to carbon-free 

medium for 1 hour, followed by fluorescence microscopy of the starved cells. Another 

set of cells were grown in 1% D glucose as a control. CreA:GFP was observed in the 

nucleus in both starved cells and in the control (non-starved cells) (Figure 3.4). Thus 

carbon starvation does not affect the localization of CreA. 

Cells starved as above for 1 hour were shifted to 1% D-glucose (repressing 

carbon source) or 1% ethanol (derepressing carbon source) medium and fluorescence was 
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observed. Again, CreA was observed in the nucleus in both the glucose and ethanol 

treated cells (Figure 3.4). 

3.2.4.3 Effects of oxygen on the localization of CreA:GFP in A. nidulans 

When the cells are placed under the coverslip, oxygen might become limiting. 

Oxygen is an important ingredient for cell survival. Under oxygen deprived conditions, 

cells suffer from inhibition of protein synthesis, degradation of proteins and apoptosis. 

Thus localization of CreA was determined in two environments: lower oxygen (normal 

coverslip) and higher oxygen (inverted coverslip and cavity slide) (Figure 3.5). 

 

Table 3.2 Effect of oxygen on the localization of GFP:CreA in A. nidulans. 
Conditions Duration of observation 

under the microscope 

Status of localization 

Normal coverslip 6 minutes Nucleus 

Inverted coverslip 20 minutes Nucleus & cytoplasm 

Cavity slide 20 minutes Nucleus & cytoplasm 

 

The disappearance of CreA from the cytoplasm was faster when oxygen was 

limiting due to the cells being under the coverslip, compared to when the oxygen was 

present at higher levels in a cavity slide, or on the top of the coverslip (Figure 3.6). Thus 

it was clear that oxygen was the factor that caused the disappearance of fluorescence 

from the cytoplasm. To examine whether oxygen limitation affects the fluorescence in 

carbon starved germlings also, the germlings were starved for carbon and were exposed 

to above mentioned two environments: lower oxygen and higher oxygen. Similar results 

were obtained as observed in glucose fed cells. In the presence of oxygen (inverted 

coverslip) and in the cavity slide (oxygen is dissolved in medium), the time taken for 

CreA:GFP to disappear from the cytoplasm was longer than in the normal coverslips, 

irrespective of whether the cells were starved or not. Thus the disappearance of 

fluorescence from the cytoplasm was an artifact caused by the cells depleting the oxygen 

under normal coverslip conditions, whereas when the cells were not deprived of oxygen, 

the fluorescence was throughout the cell.   
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Figure 3.4: Effect of carbon starvation on the localization of CreA:GFP in live cells . 

Conidia of strain TA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing 1% glucose 

plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate. (A) control (non-starved cells); (B) carbon starved cells; (C) 

starved cells moved to 1% D glucose; (D) starved cells moved to 1% ethanol. TA expresses 

Myc:CreA:GFP. Cells were observed using normal coverslips and within 5-20 minutes after slide 

preparation.   

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the experiment to test the effect of oxygen.  

(A) lower oxygen, when the cells were between the coverslip and microscopic slide, (B) higher 

oxygen, when the cells were on the coverslip exposed to the atmosphere and (C) higher oxygen 

when the cells were in the cavity slide, containing medium and dissolved oxygen. 
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Figure 3.6: Effect of oxygen on the localization of CreA:GFP in live cells . 

Conidia of strain TA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing 1% glucose 

plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate. The localization of CreA:GFP initially was in both the nucleus 

and cytoplasm (A), (C), (F) in all the 3 conditions. After 5-7 minutes, CreA:GFP observed mainly 

in the nucleus in normal coverslip (B), whereas in other 2 conditions, CreA:GFP still both in the 

nucleus and cytoplasm (D), (G). CreA:GFP was observed in nucleus after 20-25 minutes in the 

inverted coverslip and cavity slide (E) and (H). TA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP. A, B, F, G and H 

are taken at 63X magnification and C, D and E are taken at 20X magnification. 

Scale = 5 µm (A, B, F, G & H).  

Scale = ~10 µm (B, C & D). 
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The lack of oxygen leads to inhibition of protein synthesis in A. nidulans. Cells 

were germinated for 18-20 hours in 1% D-glucose and 200 µg/ml of the protein synthesis 

inhibitor cycloheximide was added for a further 1 hour and for 2 hours. Another set of 

germlings was grown in 1% D-glucose which was not treated with cycloheximide as a 

control. In the cycloheximide treated cells, CreA:GFP was present only in the nucleus 

and absent from the cytoplasm, which mimics the localization of CreA observed in 

germlings deprived of oxygen. In the control cells, CreA:GFP was present initially in 

both the cytoplasm and nucleus and later was only observed in the nucleus (Figure 3.7). 

Thus, these results suggest that the depletion of oxygen under the coverslip had caused 

protein synthesis to be inhibited. The fact that fluorescence disappeared from the 

cytoplasm under these conditions indicated that the GFP tagged protein had quite a short 

half-life in the cytoplasm. 

3.2.4.4 Quantification of fluorescence in the nucleus  

To confirm whether deprivation of oxygen and inhibition of protein synthesis 

affected the amount of fluorescence in a particular compartment, or caused the shuttling 

of fluorescence from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, the quantification of fluorescence was 

performed in the nucleus of germlings in live cells.  

Conidia of A. nidulans were grown in 1% D-glucose for 16-18 hours in 6 well-

plates at 25°C and were observed under the microscope. The fluorescence was observed 

from the initial stage when the fluorescence was in both the nucleus and cytoplasm, to 

the final stage when it was observed only in the nucleus.  

In order to determine whether the fluorescence disappeared from the cytoplasm or 

moved into the nucleus, the fluorescence of the nucleus was measured over time. The 

fluorescence measured on immediate observation of germlings (fluorescence in both the 

nucleus and cytoplasm) is referred here as initial fluorescence (IF) and the fluorescence 

measured, when it was only visible in the nucleus is referred as final fluorescence (FF). 

Furthermore, fluorescence was measured in germlings between the initial and final 

fluorescence and are referred as intermediate fluorescence (IDF). The initial fluorescence 

was taken as 1 unit and relative fluorescence, to initial fluorescence, at intermediate 

stages and final stage, were then calculated. The mean value, standard deviation and 

confidence limit (95%) of relative fluorescence at each time point was then calculated 

using MS-Excel (Table 3.3).  
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Figure 3.7: Effect of cycloheximide on the localization of CreA:GFP in live cells. 

Conidia of strain TA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing 1% glucose 

plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate. The localization of CreA:GFP in control was both in the 

nucleus and cytoplasm on immediate observation (A), remained predominantly in the nucleus 

within 5 minutes (B), and similar pattern to (B) was observed in cycloheximide treated cells, 1 

hour (C) and 2 hours (D) respectively on immediate observation. TA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP. 

Cells were observed using normal coverslips.  

Scale = 5 µm. 
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Table 3.3 Relative fluorescence of different nuclei in germlimgs over time.  

 Germling Time   Relative fluorescence (unit) Mean  
Standard 

deviation 

Confidence Level 

(95%) 

1   
nucleus 

1 

nucleus 

2 

nucleus 

3 
      

  t-0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 - - 

  t-1 0.944 0.988 0.916 0.950 0.036 0.09 

  t-2 0.888 0.882 0.87 0.880 0.009 0.023 

  t-4 0.829 0.808 0.784 0.807 0.023 0.057 

2   
nucleus 

1 

nucleus 

2 

nucleus 

3 
      

  t-0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 - - 

  t-1 0.963 0.955 0.970 0.963 0.007 0.019 

  t-2 0.790 0.842 0.890 0.841 0.050 0.124 

  t-3 0.760 0.867 0.834 0.820 0.055 0.136 

t-0 denote the time at which first picture was taken on immediate observation of fluorescence in germlings, 

t-1, t-2, t-3 and t-4 refers to 1 minute, 2 minutes, 3 minutes and 4 minutes respectively. 

 

The data were graphed (Figure 3.8, A & B) which showed that the fluorescence 

did not increase in the nucleus over time, rather the mean values of relative fluorescence 

showed a slight reduction over time. The slight decrease in amount of relative 

fluorescence over time could be due bleaching of GFP by UV or it could indicate some 

instability of the proteins in the nucleus. This slight reduction of fluorescence is much 

less than the reduction seen in the cytoplasm in the same time period. Thus the reduction 

of fluorescence in the cytoplasm is not due to the translocation to the nucleus. 

CreA is present both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm. However during the 

process of observing the fluorescence in living cells, the cells were deprived of oxygen 

and that led to the disappearance of fluorescence from the cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic 

fluorescence does not move into the nucleus as fluorescence levels (Figure 3.8 A & B) do 

not increase in the nuclei over time. As CreA is a DNA binding protein (Dowzer and 

Kelly, 1989, 1991), to act as a repressor molecule, CreA must be located in the nucleus. 

These experiments have shown that CreA is present in the nucleus in both repressing and 

derepressing conditions. Genes subject to carbon catabolite repression can still be 

activated even with high levels of CreA in the nucleus, and so we can conclude that for 

repression and derepression of genes subjected to CreA-mediated repression, shuttling of 

CreA to the nucleus is not the critical regulatory mechanism in A. nidulans, and CreA 

requires modification or protein interaction as a critical regulatory step. Apart from CreA 
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being in the nucleus, we have also observed that in all growth conditions, CreA in the 

cytoplasm is turned over very quickly but CreA in the nucleus is more stable. 
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Figure 3.8: Quantitation of GFP fluorescence in nuclei in germlings over time in live cells. 

A & B graphs represent germling 1 & 2 respectively.  The values shown in the graph are the mean values 

of relative fluorescence (unit) against the time points (minutes). The Y-bars represent the 95% confidence 

interval. The error bars represent mean ± confidence level. 

 

(A) 

(B) 
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3.2.5 Effects of deletion of regions of CreA on its intracellular localization  

A. nidulans strains containing creA transgenes with various deletions were 

constructed by transformation of a creAΔ strain with various plasmids constructs (Table 

2.6, Figure 2.1) (Lockington & Kelly, 2002; Roy et al., 2008). 

Conidia from these transformants expressing deletion variants of CreA (Figure 

2.1) were germinated in media containing either 1% glucose or 1% galactose as carbon 

source, and the intracellular localization of the CreA:GFP mutant proteins was 

determined. The microscopic examination was performed using normal coverslips and 

images were taken more than five minutes after slide preparations, however the exact 

timing for each image was not recorded as these experiments were undertaken before it 

was known that time under the coverslip was important. The N-terminal deletion (TNT) 

had no noticeable effect on the localization of CreA and behaved similar to full length 

CreA. The TRV (EcoRV deletion variant) showed CreA localization in both the nucleus 

and the cytoplasm, but the disappearance of CreA from the cytoplasm was more rapid 

than the N-terminal deletion variant. The PvuII deletion (TPV) had the greatest effect in 

that CreA:GFP was localized in both the nucleus and cytoplasm. The disappearance of 

CreA from the cytoplasm was very slow as compared to the other deletions studied and 

to the wild type (Figure 3.9). These results indicate that regions deleted in TRV and TPV 

are involved in cytoplasmic stability of CreA, but more precise changes are required to 

fully characterise the sequences involved.  

 

3.2.6 Over-expression and localization of CreA:GFP in creB1937 and creD34  

In order to assess whether the amount or intracellular location of CreA was in any 

way affected by mutations in genes known to be involved in CCR, the GFP tagged CreA 

transgene was introduced into a creB1937 mutant background by meiotic crossing to 

produce strain BA. The DA strain over-expressing a GFP tagged CreA transgene in a 

creD34 mutant background was described in Table 2.4. 
Conidia were germinated in media containing sole carbon source of either 1% 

glucose, 1% galactose, 1% glycerol, 50 mM acetamide or 1% ethanol. The amount of 

CreA estimated from the fluorescence intensity was found to be essentially the same in 

these mutants as in the wild type, and the intracellular localization of CreA was observed 
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predominantly in the nucleus (Figure 3.10 & 3.11). Thus, mutations in the creB and creD 

genes do not affect the amount of fluorescence, localization or stability of CreA:GFP. 
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Figure 3.9: Effect of deletion of regions within CreA on its intracellular localization in live 

cells. 

Strains were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing either 1% glucose (A, C & 

E) or 1% galactose (B, D and F). Results for TRV (Myc:CreAEcoRVΔ:GFP) are shown in panels 

A and B, results for TNT (NtermΔ:HA:CreA:GFP) are shown in panels C and D and results for 

TPV (Myc:HA:CreAPvuIIΔ:GFP) are shown in panels E and F. Cells were observed using 

normal coverslips and within 5-20 minutes after slide preparations. Red color was used for 

Hoechst. Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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Figure 3.10: The distribution of CreA:GFP in a creB1937 mutant background in live cells. 

Conidia of strain BA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25°C in media containing (A) 1% 

glucose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (B) 1% galactose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (C) 

1% glycerol plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (D) 50 mM acetamide; (E) 1% ethanol plus 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate. BA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP in a creB1937 mutant background. Cells were 

observed using normal coverslips and within 5-20 minutes after slide preparations. Red color was 

used for Hoechst. Scale bar = 5 µm.  
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Figure 3.11: The distribution of CreA:GFP  in a creD34 mutant background in live cells. 

Conidia of strain DA were germinated for 18-20 hours at 25oC in media containing (A) 1% 

glucose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (B) 1% galactose plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (C) 

1% glycerol plus 10 mM ammonium tartarate; (D) 50 mM acetamide; (E) 1% ethanol plus 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate. DA expresses Myc:CreA:GFP in a creD34 mutant background.  Cells were 

observed using normal coverslips and within 5-20 minutes after slide preparations. Red color was 

used for Hoechst. In rows B & C, Hoechst staining was light and thus their respective merged 

images look greener.  Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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3.3 Discussion 

Genetic and molecular analyses have identified the Cys2-His2 zinc region 

containing protein, CreA, in A. nidulans (Dowzer & Kelly, 1991). The DNA binding 

domain of CreA is homologous to Mig1p in S. cerevisiae (Nehlin & Ronne, 1990) and 

binds to the 5’-SYGGRG- 3’ region in the promoter of the glucose repressed genes 

(Kulmberg et al., 1993). CreA homologs have also been identified in other fungi 

(reviewed by Kelly, 2004). This study has been focused on the localization of CreA 

under both repressing and derepressing conditions. We have shown nuclear localization 

is not enough to cause repression of genes but there must be some kind of modification 

involved to allow CreA to act as a repressor molecule. 

 

3.3.1 CreA is not degraded in derepressing conditions 

The amount of CreA does not vary greatly in repressing and derepressing 

conditions. The western analysis showed that the amount of CreA was similar in both 

glucose and ethanol grown mycelia (Lockington, R.A., see Roy et al., 2008). It has been 

shown that CreA is an ubiquitinated protein (Kamlangdee, 2008), thus we expected it to 

undergo ubiquitination which can lead to 26S proteasome degradation or alteration in 

CreA function or location. Western analysis does not support large scale degradation of 

CreA and fluorescence microscopy does not support altered localization of CreA to be 

the regulatory mechanism for controlling CreA function (Roy et al., 2008). Therefore, it 

can be concluded that although a high amount of CreA was observed, most of this CreA 

must be inactive and some limiting activation step is required for it to become an active 

transcriptional repressor.  

 

3.3.2 Localization of CreA in the nucleus is insufficient to cause repression  

In S. cerevisiae, localization of Mig1p has been shown to be regulated by glucose; 

Mig1p is present in the nucleus in the presence of glucose but moves to the cytoplasm 

when glucose is removed. Thus it was proposed that this shuttling of Mig1p was the 

regulating factor for repression by Mig1p. The concentration of glucose alters the 

localization of Mig1p; at 1% glucose, Mig1p is in the nucleus, at 0.005% in the 

cytoplasm and at intermediate concentration (0.01% - 0.5%), the ratio of nuclear to 
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cytoplasmic Mig1p increases with the amount of glucose (DeVit et al., 1997). However, 

this nuclear localization is not critical for repression and derepression of genes because 

even in the mutants that cause Mig1p to remain in the nucleus, repression and 

derepression of genes occurs normally (DeVit & Johnston, 1999). Thus, it is the 

interaction of Mig1p with other proteins involved in CCR in yeast, which is, the effect of 

the Snf1p phosphorylation of Mig1p on its interaction with Ssn6p-Tup1p that controls 

transcriptional repression and activation, and not the transport of Mig1p from the 

nucleus, that is essential for derepression (Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2004). 

 A further example where localization of a repressor protein has shown variation 

with respect to the presence/absence of glucose is in S. scleriotiorum, a filamentous 

fungus. In S. scleriotorum, CRE1, a homolog of CreA, has been shown to be localized in 

the nucleus in the presence of glucose but present in the cytoplasm in the absence of 

glucose. Unlike Mig1p in yeast, the localization of CRE1 in the nucleus was independent 

of the glucose concentrations (Vautard-Mey et al., 1999).  

In A. nidulans the localization of CreA is independent of glucose concentration 

and is not altered in repressing compared to derepressing conditions. We have shown that 

not only in glucose but also in the presence of other carbon sources, CreA is present in 

the nucleus. Further, CreA is localized in the nucleus in starved cells, and even when the 

starved cells were moved to glucose or ethanol. Thus, in A. nidulans, strains can repress 

and derepress normally even when CreA is present in the nucleus in both repressing and 

derepressing conditions, and thus intracellular localization is not the regulating 

mechanism in CCR in A. nidulans.  

 

3.3.3 CreA is an unstable protein in the cytoplasm  

In all growth conditions tested, CreA is turned over very quickly in the cytoplasm 

when protein synthesis is blocked either by cyclohexamide or anaerobic conditions, but 

CreA in the nucleus is far more stable in these conditions. Strauss et al., 1999, have 

shown that the amount of CreA complexed with alcA promoter sequences increases on 

transfer from derepressing to repressing conditions, and that this is dependent on de novo 

protein synthesis. Thus it is most likely that it is de novo synthesis of a modifier of CreA 

or a protein that forms a complex with CreA, rather than CreA itself, that is required for 

repression.  
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3.3.4 Internal region of CreA regulates its stability in cytoplasm 

The N-terminal deletion variant (TNT), that contained CreA with its N-terminal 

end region deleted (~ 45 amino acids), showed a similar pattern of localization as a full 

length CreA. In the TRV, deletion variant lacked sequences from amino acid 208 to 

amino acid 365 including the acidic amino acid rich region and conserved region of 

CreA, CreA was mainly located in the nucleus, and the rate of disappearance of 

fluorescence in the cytoplasm was much more rapid than in TNT. This finding suggests 

that amino acids within the region between amino acid 208 to amino acid 365 provide 

cytoplasmic stability to CreA. On the other hand, in TPV, a strain containing CreA 

sequences deleted from amino acid 139 to amino acid 274, CreA was present both in the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm. The amino acid sequences absent in this deletion variant 

include the amino acid rich domain, and a small portion of the conserved region, and 

sequences between the alanine rich region and acidic regions. As CreA was 

comparatively stable in TPV in the cytoplasm than TRV, this implies that sequences 

lacking in this variant are responsible for the instability of CreA in the cytoplasm.  

However in both TRV and TPV, a common small stretch of 66 amino acids, as shown in 

Figure 3.12, was absent. This included the acidic region and a small portion of conserved 

region. From Figure 3.12, it can be suggested that the amino acids in the dotted box 

might not be as important in comparison to the sequences outside the dotted box in TRV 

or TPV in regulating stability or instability respectively. On the other hand, these 66 

amino acids might be important but mechanism appears to be complex due to the 

common deleted amino acids in the dotted region. It is a preliminary examination and 

further study is required to identify specific sequences rather than regions responsible for 

the stability or instability of CreA. It is possible that the stability could be regulated by 

the post-translational modification of CreA. Using a proteomic approach involving mass 

spectrometry and protein sequencing, the modification status of these regions of CreA, 

for example whether they are acetylated, phosphorylated, or ubiquitinated, could be 

determined. 
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Figure 3.12: Number of amino acids absent in TRV and TPV.  

The coloured dotted box shows the region where deleted amino acids (aa) are common to both TRV and           

TPV (image adapted from Figure 2.1). 

3.3.5 Localization of CreA is unaffected by the absence of CreB and CreD  

The intracellular localization of CreA in the presence and in the absence of CreB 

and CreD was studied to determine whether any of these proteins alter the distribution of 

CreA (see section 3.1). It has been shown CreA is an ubiquitinated protein and a target of 

the CreB protein (Kamlangdee, 2008). CreA is also proposed to be a potential target of 

ubiquitination complex containing HulA/CreD (Boase & Kelly, 2004). The intracellular 

localization of CreA was unaffected by the absence of these proteins, suggesting that 

ubiquitination and deubiquitination does not lead to altered intracellular localization.  

However, this does not rule out the possibility that a small but critical fraction of CreA 

translocates between the nucleus and the cytoplasm which cannot be detected by 

fluorescence microscopy. Very preliminary pilot studies showed that this loss from the 

cytoplasm in a creB1937 and creD34 mutant background was similar to the loss in the 

wild type even when observed immediately using normal coverslips.  

Further experiments including quantification of CreA:GFP fluorescence by time 

course fluorescence microscopy in both the nucleus and cytoplasm would allow the 

question as to whether there is a change in a particular compartment to be addressed. It 

has been suggested based on Western analysis that the overall amount of CreA does not 

differ much in a creB mutant background and thus polyubiquitination that leads to 

degradation of protein is not the regulatory step in controlling CreA (Kamlangdee, 2008). 

Statistical analysis of the quantified GFP fluorescence would provide precise data as to 

the amounts of CreA in the nucleus and cytoplasm, in a creB1937 and creD34 mutant 

backgrounds as compared to the wild type.  

208-365 
 
139-274 
 
208-274 
 

 66 aa 
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Chapter 4: The distribution of CreB and CreC in A. 
nidulans 
 

4.1 Introduction 

The creB gene involved in carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans encodes a 

deubiquitinating enzyme, CreB, which belongs to a subfamily of the ubiquitin processing 

proteases (UBPs) family (Lockington & Kelly, 2001). An additional gene which has been 

identified to be involved in CCR in A. nidulans is creC. It encodes a protein, CreC, 

composed of a proline rich region, a putative NLS and 5 WD-40 repeats region (Todd et 

al., 2002). The creB and creC mutant alleles are indistinguishable phenotypically from 

each other. In the presence of a repressing carbon source, they lead to the derepresssion 

of genes that would normally be repressed such as for the utilization of ethanol, 

acetamide and acetate. However, in the absence of a repressing carbon source, they lead 

to the failure of expression of genes responsible for utilization of compounds including 

D-quinate and L-proline (Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Hynes & Kelly, 1977; Kelly & 

Hynes, 1977). Both CreB and CreC play a role in carbon catabolite repression, with 

mutant phenotypes observed in both repressing and derepressing conditions.  

CreB is a deubiquitinating protein (Lockington & Kelly, 2001) but whether its 

function of deubiquitination is localized to particular cell compartments or within cell 

organelles is not known for either repressing condition or derepressing condition. Neither 

is it known whether the localization of CreB changes in repressing versus derepressing 

conditions. Although it has been shown that CreB acts in a complex with CreC 

(Lockington & Kelly, 2002) it is not known whether the localization of all CreC is 

similar to CreB in A. nidulans under repressing or derepressing conditions. Therefore, in 

this chapter, the intracellular localization of CreB and CreC has been determined in both 

repressing and derepressing conditions. 

creD34 suppresses the sensitivity to fluoracetamide, fluoracetate and allyl alcohol 

conferred by mutations in creB and creC  (Kelly & Hynes, 1977), and this suggests that 

CreB-CreC and CreD act in an opposite manner in CCR (Boase & Kelly, 2004; reviewed 

by Kelly, 2004). If CreD is involved in the ubiquitination of some of the same proteins 

that CreB deubiquitinates, then CreD and CreB may co-localise, and the activity of one 

may be needed for the localisation of the other. Thus the localisation of CreB in a creD34 
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mutant background was examined to determine whether CreB localisation depends on 

substrates being ubiquitinated by a complex including CreD. 

 

4.2 CreB: Functional expression and localization of tagged CreB  

In order to study the subcellular localization of CreB in A nidulans, CreB fused 

with GFP was over-expressed and detected using fluorescence microscopy. 

 

4.2.1 Construction of a plasmid over-expressing GFP:CreB:FLAG  

A pGPD::CreB:FLAG had been made earlier (Table 2.6) (Lockington & Kelly, 

2002). In order to place gfp at the multiple cloning sites (MCS) in pGPD::CreB:FLAG, 

the gfp sequence was amplified using pGPD::GFP:2HA:HIS as a template and 

oligonucleotide primers pgfp and prgfp (section 2.1.7) in a standard PCR reaction, with 

the modification of an initial denaturation temperature at 98ºC for 30 seconds (section 

2.2.3). The PCR product and pGPD::CreB:FLAG were double digested with PstI and 

HindIII, prior to ligation with T4 DNA ligase. The ligation mix was transformed into 

DH5α E. coli competent cells. The plasmids extracted from the transformed E. coli 

colonies were verified by digestion. The construct was named pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG 

(Supplementary Figure 4.1). 

 

4.2.2 Over-expression of GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creB1937 strain 

In order to obtain GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creB1937 mutant background, this strain 

was co-transformed with pPL3 and pGPD:GFP:CreB:FLAG plasmids (Section 2.2.1). 

The pPL3 plasmid was used to provide riboB+ as a marker gene for scoring of 

transformants from the parent fungal strain. Since creB mutants are sensitive to 10 mM 

allyl alcohol in D-glucose medium and grow poorly on 50 mM D-quinate medium 

(Hynes & Kelly, 1977; Kelly & Hynes, 1977; Kelly 1980; Arst, 1981; Lockington & 

Kelly, 2001), the transformants were screened for complementation on these media. GFP 

was scored using fluorescence microscopy. Two transformants showed complementation 

and were identified as TB5 and TB7. Transformant TB5 was used in this study (Figure 

4.1) (Table 2.1.6). 
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4.2.3 Over-expression of GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creB15creD34 strain 

In order to obtain GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creD34 mutant background, a 

creB15creD34 double mutant strain was co-transformed with pPL3 and 

pGPD:GFP:CreB:FLAG (section 2.2.1). The transformants were screened for 

complementation of creB15 for growth on 50 mM D-quinate as sole carbon source, 

followed by western analysis and Southern hybridization to ensure that the transformants 

possessed the transgene. The transformants showing complementation were identified 

and named TBD1 and TBD2. Transformant TBD1 was used in this study (Figure 4.1) 

(Table 2.1.6).  

 

4.2.4 Integration and copy number of sequences expressing GFP:CreB:FLAG in 

transformants TB5, TBD1 and TBD2 

In order to determine whether, as a consequence of integration, the protein 

expressed was the mutant form of CreB with the epitopes or was the wild type CreB 

provided by the transforming sequence (GFP:CreB:FLAG) with the epitopes, a Southern 

hybridization was performed. In addition it was also used to determine the copy number 

of the transforming sequences in the transformants TB5, TBD1 and TBD2.  

DNA was extracted from wild type paba, TB5, TBD1, TBD2, creB1937 and 

creB15creD34, and approximately equal amounts of DNA were digested with SmaI, 

separated on a 1% agarose gel (Figure 4.2A) and transferred to a nylon membrane. The 

membrane was hybridized using creB as probe.  The native creB is contained within a ~ 

5.7 kb SmaI fragment (Supplementary Figure 4.2). Since pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG (~ 7 

kb), contains no SmaI restriction sites, the transgene is predicted to be contained in a 

fragment of greater than 7 kb. A single band was present in each of the DNA samples, of 

the expected size of the native gene ~ 5.7 kb. In transformants TB5, TBD1 and TBD2, 

additional bands were observed (Figure 4.2B). The presence of additional bands 

suggested that each transformant contains a native creB1937 mutant allele, and a wild 

type creB expressing CreB fused with the epitope provided by the transforming 

sequences GFP:CreB:FLAG. Thus the plasmid sequences integrated in a region of the 

genome apart from the native creB locus, and thus the GFP tag is attached to a wild type 

protein. 

The native bands of ~ 5.7 kb present in all the strains acted as a loading control 

and indicated successful hybridization. It represents one copy of the gene in each strain. 
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The copy number of the additional bands in samples TB5, TBD1 and TBD2 was 

estimated by comparing them to the native band of that respective sample.  For TB5 

DNA sample, more than one copy of creB is estimated. However, for TBD1 and TBD2 

estimation indicates a single additional copy. The transformants were selected for further 

experiments. They were phenotypically tested, both on 50 mM D-quinate medium and on 

D-glucose medium containing 10 mM allyl alcohol, and behaved no longer as creB 

mutants and were partially complemented in both repressing and derepressing conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

        

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Complementation of the creB mutant phenotype with GFP:CreB:FLAG.  

All fungal strains were grown at 37°C on either (A) 50 mM D-Quinate as carbon source for 4 

days (B) 10 mM allyl alcohol in 1% D-Glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartarate for 2 days. Each 

fungal strain is identified in the key box. 
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Figure 4.2: Determination of integration and copy number of sequence expressing   

GFP:CreB:FLAG in transformants TB5, TBD1 and TBD2 by Southern hybridization.  

(A) 1% agarose gel containing DNA digested with SmaI from the following fungal strains, lane 2: 

wild type paba, 3: TB5, 4: TBD1, 5: TBD2, 6: creB1937, 7: creB15creD34. A 1 kb DNA ladder 

(New England Biolab) was loaded as a standard molecular weight DNA.  

(B) Autoradiograph exposed to the Southern filter from (A), probed with creB. 

    * In part (B), empty lane is not shown after lane 1 due to dark background after hybridization.  

** It has been shown that the 4 kb band in the molecular weight ladder does not hybridize in non-

radioactive hybridization.  
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4.2.5 Determination of expression of FLAG tagged GFP:CreB in creB 

transformants  

  Western analysis was done as described in section 2.2.7, to determine the amount 

of GFP:CreB:FLAG present in various transformants obtained. Total protein was 

extracted from TB5, TBD1 and TBD2 after growth in 1% D glucose. Two control strains 

were used, one previously characterized, T7 (Lockington & Kelly (2002), as a positive 

control for FLAG detection, and the other a creB1956 mutant as negative control which 

does not contain a FLAG tagged protein. The amount of protein was estimated in each 

sample by Coomassie staining (Figure 4.3A). There was a protein band of expected size 

of 86 KDa using anti-FLAG Peroxidase conjugated antibody, in the positive control T7, 

and no protein band in the negative control strain. TB5, TBD1 and TBD2 showed a 

protein band of about 110 KDa, the size expected for GFP:CreB:FLAG (Figure 4.3B).  

The amount of protein loaded was similar of each sample (Figure 4.3A), the 

intensity of the protein band was higher in a creD+ background (TB5) than in the 

creD34 mutant background (TBD1 & TBD2) (Figure 4.3B) which seems obvious due to 

high copy number observed in TB5 as compared to TBD1 and TBD2. To further 

ascertain whether the higher amount of CreB in the creD+ background in comparison to 

creD34 mutant background is due to the high copy number of creB, a northern analysis 

was performed. 

 

4.2.6 Examination of amount of creB mRNA in transformants TB5 and TBD1  

In order to study the amount of creB mRNA, a northern analysis was performed 

(section 2.2.6). Total RNA is shown in Figure 4.4A. As CreB was over-expressed from 

the gpdA promoter in TB5 and TBD1, a band of creB mRNA transcript was observed in 

these strains and estimated to be of ~ 3 kb in size, which is the size expected for creB 

(3.058 kb). The amounts of mRNA were similar in the creD34 and creD+ backgrounds 

in both growth conditions. The amount of mRNA was higher in derepressing than 

repressing conditions in both backgrounds, which was unexpected as the gene was 

expressed from the gpdA promoter. However the focus of this experiment was to 

determine whether the levels of creB mRNA was similar in creD+ and creD34 

backgrounds (Figure 4.4B). Therefore, the differences in the amount of mRNA in 

derepressing and repressing conditions were not investigated further.  In the wild type 
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paba, creB mRNA expression was low as it was expressed from the native promoter, and 

no creB mRNA band was detected. Thus the higher amount of CreB observed in the 

western analysis in the creD+ background was not due to high copy number but is due to 

translational and post-translational events. 
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Figure 4.3: Expression of full length GFP tagged CreB:FLAG.  

(A) Estimation of total protein by Coomassie staining, lanes 1: TB5, 2: TBD1, 3: TBD2, 4: T7, 5: 

none and 6: creB1937. (B) Expression of GFP tagged CreB:FLAG in transformants TB5, TBD1 

and TBD2, lanes 1: TB5, 2: TBD1, 3: TBD2, 4: T7, 5: none and 6: creB1937 . A Precision plus 

Protein™ standards All Blue protein marker was also loaded to estimate the size of protein bands 

in KDa. Proteins were extracted in buffer containing a protease inhibitor tablet. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of amounts of creB mRNA in creD+ and in creD34 mutant 

backgrounds.  

(A) Total RNA electrphoresed through 1.2% agarose gel, of fungal strains grown in repressing (1% 

D-glucose plus ammonium tatarate) and derepressing (1% galactose plus ammonium tatarate) 

conditions at 37°C for 16 hours.  Lanes 1 & 4: wild type paba, 2 & 5: TB5 and 3 & 6: TBD1. Bands 

shown are two rRNAs of 3.8 kb and 1.7 kb. (B) Autoradiograph of samples loaded in (A) probed with 

creB.  
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4.2.7. Distribution of GFP:CreB:FLAG  

Conidia of TB5, over-expressing GFP:CreB:FLAG, were germinated in media 

containing carbon sources of either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose or 1% 

ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source; or 50 mM acetamide as 

both carbon and nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 hours. In TB5, fluorescence was 

observed predominantly in the cytoplasm, with a small amount visible in the nucleus, in 

both live cells and in 4% paraformaldehyde fixed cells, in all carbon sources tested 

(Figure 4.5i). A control strain, T7, was used to determine whether the fluorescence 

observed in creB transformants was due to autofluorescence or GFP (Figure 4.5ii). There 

was negligible fluorescence observed in the control as compared to the transformant 

TB5. 

 

4.2.8. Distribution of GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creD34 mutant background 

Conidia of TBD1, over-expressing GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creB15creD34 strain, 

were germinated in media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose or 

1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source; or 50 mM acetamide 

as both carbon and nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 hours. The localization of 

GFP:CreB:FLAG was similar to that seen in the creB1937 mutant background in all 

carbon sources  and thus CreD is not important for the localization for CreB (Figure 4.6).  
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of GFP:CreB:FLAG. 

(i) Conidia of TB5 were germinated in media containing either: (A) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (B) 1% galactose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source (C) 1% glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (D) 50 mM 

acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen or (E) 1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source. TB5 expresses GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creB1937 mutant background. Cells were fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde and observed under the microscope. Red color was used for Hoechst. 

Scale bar = 5 µm.  

 

(ii) Comparison of fluorescence between control and experimental fungal strains in live cells.  Conidia 

of T7 (A & B) and TB5 (C & D) were grown in 1% D-glucose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as 

nitrogen source and observed within 10 minutes after slide preparation using the live cell microscopy. 

Scale bar ~ 5µm. 
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Figure 4.6: The distribution of GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creD34 mutant background. 

Conidia of TBD1 were germinated in media containing either: (A) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (B)  1% galactose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source (C) 1% glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate  as a nitrogen source (D) 50 mM 

acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen or (E) 1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source. TBD1 expresses GFP:CreB:FLAG in a creD34 mutant background. Cells were fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde and observed under the microscope.  Red color was used for Hoechst. 

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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4.3 CreC: Functional expression and localization of tagged CreC 

In order to study the subcellular localization of CreC in A nidulans, a CreC:YFP 

fusion protein was expressed, and analysed using fluorescence microscopy. 

 

4.3.1. Construction of the YFP:CreC:HA plasmid 

A plasmid pGPD:CreC:HA, overexpressing CreC fused with HA was made 

earlier (Table 2.6) (Lockington & Kelly, 2002). In order to insert sequences expressing 

YFP at the N terminal end of creC, a yfp sequence was amplified from a vector pTVW, 

using primers PR HindIII YFPRP and PR ClaI YFPFP (Table 2.1.7). The PCR was 

performed as shown in section 2.2.3, with the modification that the denaturation 

temperature was 98ºC and a gradient of annealing temperatures from 52ºC - 72ºC was 

used. 

Both the PCR product and the plasmid pGPD::CreC:HA were double digested 

with ClaI and HindIII restriction enzymes and ligated with T4 DNA ligase. The ligated 

product was used to transform competent DH5α E. coli cells. The plasmids extracted 

from the transformed E. coli colonies were verified by restriction enzyme digestion to 

obtain pGPD::YFP:CreC:HA (Supplementary Figure 4.3). 

 

4.3.2. Co-transformation of creC956 with pPL3 and pGPD::YFP:CreC:HA 

A pPL3 plasmid along with pGPD::YFP:CreC:HA was used to co-transform the 

creC956 strain. The transformants were screened for complementation of creC956 on 10 

mM allyl alcohol in D-glucose medium and 50 mM D-quinate medium and YFP was 

scored by fluorescence microscopy, and two transformants were identified. One of the 

transformant, TC, was used in this study (Figure 4.7). 

Complentation of creC956 was evident in the two transformants obtained. 

However, the creC956 strain has a point mutation and thus the YFP epitope could be 

attached to the creC956 gene and not to creC+ gene due to recombination. Therefore 

Southern analysis should be performed to confirm that the distribution found represents 

the distribution of the functional protein, and the interpretations in this section relating to 

CreC localisation are qualified in this respect. 
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4.3.3. The distribution of YFP:CreC:HA  

A wild type biotin strain was used as a control to show that the fluorescence was 

of YFP and not any background fluorescence (Figure 4.8i). Conidia of transformant TC 

were germinated in media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose or 

1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source, or 50 mM acetamide 

as both carbon and nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 hours. In live cells and 4% 

paraformaldehyde fixed cells, the YFP fluorescence was predominantly in the cytoplasm 

and was very similar to the localization observed for GFP:CreB:FLAG. The fluorescence 

appeared to be higher in glucose grown germlings compared to germlings grown in other 

media, but no quantification of fluorescence was performed to ascertain the amount of 

fluorescence under each condition, and so this observation has not been confirmed 

(Figure 4.8ii). 
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Figure 4.7: Complementation of the creC mutant phenotype.  

All fungal strains were grown at 37°C on either (A) 50 mM D-Quinate as carbon source for 4 

days or (B) 10 mM allyl alcohol in 1% D-glucose and 10 mM ammonium for 2 days. Each fungal 

strain is identified in the key box. 
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(ii) 
Figure 4.8: The distribution of YFP:CreC:HA.  

(i) Autofluorescence of control strain wild type biotin under YFP filter, (ii) Conidia of TC were 

germinated in media containing either: (A) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM ammonium tatarate as a 

nitrogen source (B) 1% galactose with 10 mM ammonium tatarate as a nitrogen source (C) 1% 

glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tatarate as a nitrogen source (D) 50 mM acetamide as both carbon 

and nitrogen or (E) 1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tatarate as a nitrogen source. TC expresses 

YFP:CreC:HA in a creC956 mutant background. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 

observed under the microscope. Green colour was used for YFP and red color for Hoechst.  

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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4.4 Co-localization of CreB and CreC in A. nidulans 

It has been shown using co-immunoprecipitation that both CreB and CreC are 

present in a complex in vivo in both carbon catabolite repressing and carbon catabolite 

derepressing conditions (Lockington & Kelly, 2002). It has also been shown that CreC is 

required for stability of CreB in derepressing conditions (Lockington & Kelly, 2002). 

Experiments were undertaken to determine whether the majority of CreB and CreC co-

localize under either repressing or derepressing conditions.  

 

4.4.1. Over-expression of pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG and pGPD::CreC:HA in 

creB1937creC956 

In order to study the co-localization of CreB and CreC, creB1937creC956 was 

co-transformed with pPL3, pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG and pGPD::CreC:HA, and the 

transformants were scored for complementation on medium containing 10 mM allyl 

alcohol in D-glucose and in medium containing 50 mM quinate as the carbon source 

(Figure 4.9i). creB was scored by observing GFP fluorescence. CreC was detected by 

western analysis using anti-HA peroxidase conjugated antibody against CreC:HA. T1- 

creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3] was used as a positive control and creC956 was used 

as a negative contol. A band of the expected size of ~ 66 KDa was observed in both the 

postive control and transformant. The total of 3 transformants showed complentation but 

only 1 transformant was used in this study, referred to as TBC2 (Figure 4.9ii). 

 

4.4.2. Co-localization of CreB and CreC in A.  nidulans  

Conidia of TBC2 were germinated in media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% 

glycerol, 1% galactose or 1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen 

sources; or 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 

hours. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and immunostained using anti-HA 

primary antibody and Alexafluor 594 conjugated secondary antibody as described in 

sections 2.2.8.2 and 2.2.8.3. Cells were observed under the microscope using the GFP 

Zeiss filter set for localization of GFP:CreB:FLAG and the Zeiss Alexafluor 594 filter for 

CreC:HA. In the co-localization study, CreB appeared to be evenly distributed and found 

mainly in the cytoplasm whereas CreC was also mainly cytoplasmic but was quite 

punctate (Figure 4.10i). However using fluorescence microscopy in live cells and fixed 
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cells, CreC appeared evenly distributed. This apparent discrepancy in appearance of 

localization of CreC is discussed in section 4.5. The wild type biotin strain was used as a 

control for immunostaining and negligible fluorescence was observed using the 

Alexafluor 594 filter (Figure 4.10ii).   
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   (ii) 
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Figure 4.9: Over-expression of pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG and pGPD::CreC:HA in 

creB1937creC956. 

(i) Complementation of the creBcreC mutant phenotype. All fungal strains were grown at 37°C on 

either (A) 50 mM D-Quinate as carbon source or (B) 10 mM allyl alcohol in 1% D-glucose and 10 

mM ammonium tartarate for 2-3 days. Each fungal strain is identified in the key box.  

(ii) Expression of HA tagged CreC in transformant TBC2. Autoradiograph exposed to protein filter 

after probing with anti-HA peroxidase conjugated antibody. Fungal strains, lane 1: Precision plus 

Protein™ standards All Blue protein marker expressed in KDa, 2: T1-creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; 

pPL3], 3: - , 4: TBC2, 5: - , 6: creC956 mutant.  Proteins were extracted in buffer containing protease 

inhibitor tablet. 

TBC2 creB1937creC956 wild type paba   

Lane           1     2    3    4   5    6 

B 
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Figure 4.10: Co-localization of GFP:CreB:FLAG and 

CreC:HA.  

(i) Conidia of TBC2 were germinated in media containing either: 

(A) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen 

source (B) 1% galactose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source (C) 1% glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate 

as a nitrogen source or (D) 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and 

nitrogen, (E) 1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a 

nitrogen source and immunostained. TBC2 express 

GFP:CreB:FLAG and CreC:HA. 

Merged 1: GFP and Hoechst. 

Merged 2: Alexafluor 594 and Hoechst. 

Merged 3: GFP, Alexafluor 594 and Hoechst.  

Scale bar =10 µm.   

 

 

 

(ii) Conidia of wild type biotin were germinated in media containing 1% D-glucose with 10 mM 

ammonium as a nitrogen source and immunostained.  

                                                      Scale bar ~ 5 µm.            

(B) 

(i) 

(ii) 
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4.5 Discussion 

CreB is the first deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB) to be shown to play a role in 

carbon catabolite repression in A. nidulans (Lockington & Kelly, 2001) but nothing was 

known about its subcellular localization. CreB was predicted by computer analyses to 

be localized in the nucleus (Lockington & Kelly, 2001). The focus of this study is to 

elucidate the localization of the deubiquitinating protein CreB in A. nidulans, and CreB 

was found mainly in the cytoplasm with the possibility of a small amount in the 

nucleus. However, the approach used looks at the fluorescence of the germling as a 

whole, and more advanced techniques including confocal microscopy and Z-stacking 

are required to confirm that there is some CreB in the nucleus, as these techniques allow 

the germlings to be examined in a single plane. The presence of CreB mainly in the 

cytoplasm suggests that the substrates of CreB might be present throughout the 

cytoplasm. CreA is an ubiquitinated protein and is a target of CreB (Kamlangdee, 

2008), and if further experiments show that CreB is not present in the nucleus,  then  

CreA is likely to be deubiquitinated in the cytoplasm before it is transported to the 

nucleus. Another substrate that has been identified for CreB is the QutD permease, a 

membrane bound quinic acid transporter. This quinic ion permease is strongly regulated 

by CCR and by quinic acid induction (Kamlangdee, 2008). QutD permease is 

responsible for the intake of quinic acid by the cell, which suggests that it is localized in 

the cell membrane, but studies have yet to be performed to determine the subcellular 

localization of QutD.  

Many other DUBs have also been shown to be located in either the cytoplasm or 

the nucleus or both. For example, UBP109, an ubiquitin-processing protease in rat has 

been functionally characterized and it has been suggested that it may play an important 

role in ubiquitin-mediated processes specifically in the area of embryonic development. 

It has been found in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus and has a putative NLS (Park et 

al., 2000). In Arabidopsis, UBP3 and UBP4, share the catalytic core domain amino acid 

sequence similarity (67%) with CreB. UBP3 and UBP4 contain putative NLS and are 

localized in the nucleus. Moreover UBP3/UBP4 are closely related to DUBs present in 

C. elegans (R10E11.3), human and mouse (USP46 and UBH1) (Chandler et al., 1997; 

Doelling et al., 2007). UBH1 is the human homolog of CreB (Lockington & Kelly, 

2001). As UBH1 contains two potential NLS, and are in the subfamily of UBPs to 
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which UBP3 and UBP4 belong which are found to be in nucleus, UBH1 may also be a 

nuclear protein (Hansen-Hagge et al., 1998).  

CreC, like CreB, is also present predominantly in the cytoplasm, when observed 

in live or fixed cells, under both repressing and derepressing conditions. The co-

localization of CreB and CreC in cells of A. nidulans in repressing and derepressing 

conditions has shown that both these proteins are present mainly in the cytoplasm. 

However to study co-localization, CreC was detected by immunostaining method which 

produced an uneven appearance. Although CreC was in the cytoplasm in both live cells 

(YFP:CreC) and immunostained cells (CreC:HA), it was apparently in an uneven 

pattern in the immunostained cells. This uneven pattern appears to be an artifact caused 

by the immunostaining technique. Initially cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, 

however, fixing alone did not affect the distribution of fluoresence because an even 

pattern of GFP fluorescence was observed in fixed cells, which was similar to 

fluorescence observed in live cells.  The artifact may be due to incomplete digestion of 

the cell wall with lyzing enzyme which would affect the accessibility of antibodies to 

proteins (section 2.2.8.3), which could lead to uneven detection of CreC. In order to 

resolve this apparent issue, further studies are suggested. Varying the concentration of 

lyzing enzyme, or using lyzing agents other than lyzing enzymes for digestion of cell 

wall, might help in achieving more complete digestion and thus enhance the reliability 

of the immunostaing protocol. Modifications in the washing steps, by varying the 

number or duration of washes, could also be used as it will remove the debris and will 

assist the antibodies to access the protein. Detection of CreC using antibodies against 

YFP, or using antibodies against HA from a different supplier should also be analysed. 

The best approach would be to detect CreC by using direct immunofluorescence as it is 

more sensitive as compared to indirect immunofluorescence. However, detection of 

proteins in live cells is a reliable approach and it shows the location of proteins without 

the use of external reagent. Thus on the basis of fluorescence observed earlier singly of 

each protein in live cells, both CreB and CreC have an even distribution. Therefore it 

can be concluded that the two proteins are evenly distributed and are predominantly 

cytoplasmic.  

The effects of the absence of CreD on the localization of CreC have not been 

determined. Since, CreB and CreC were found predominantly in the cytoplasm, and the 

localization of CreB was unaffected by the absence of CreD, and CreB and CreC have 
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been shown to be present in a complex in A. nidulans (Lockington & Kelly, 2002), it 

appears that the absence of CreD will not affect the localization of CreC. 

Although the localization of CreB was unaffected by the presence and absence 

of CreD, western analysis has shown that the amount of CreB is higher in a creD+ 

background than in a creD34 mutant background. However the high amount of protein 

is not due to high copy number of creB as the levels of creB mRNA are approximately 

equal, thus it is clear that the difference in amounts of protein is due to translational or 

post-translational events rather than affects on transcription. CreD could be involved in 

the regulation of CreB by controlling its amount. This could be either by the direct 

interaction of CreD with CreB which modifies the latter and leads to targeting CreB for 

degradation or by indirectly signalling different proteins to target CreB for degradation, 

which in turn affects CCR in A. nidulans. 

 

 

Note: The discussion in this chapter relating to the localisation of CreC::YFP is made 

on the assumption that YFP is attached to the CreC protein, and not the CreC956 

protein. This needs to be confirmed by Southern analysis as indicated in Section 4.3.2. 
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Chapter 5: The distribution of CreD in A. nidulans 

5.1 Introduction 

The creD gene encodes a protein, CreD, which contains arrestin domains and 

PY motifs and is highly similar to the Rod1p and Rog3p from S. cerevisiae (Boase & 

Kelly, 2004). The creD34 mutation was identified as a suppressor of some of the mutant 

phenotypes caused by the creB15 and creC27 mutations (Kelly & Hynes, 1977). It was 

shown by bacterial two-hybrid system that CreD interacts weakly with HulA, a HECT 

ubiquitin ligase and thus suggested that CreD is involved in ubiquitination of proteins 

involved in CCR in A. nidulans (Boase & Kelly, 2004). It was also proposed that the 

arrestin domains could direct CreD to the phosphorylated substrate, thus recruiting the 

HECT-ubiquitin ligase to the substrate (Boase & Kelly, 2004). 

The exact function of CreD is not yet known, and the distribution of CreD in the 

cell and whether it is in different locations in different growth conditions as been 

determined in an effort to determine the function of CreD. In addition, whether the 

absence of CreB has any effect on the distribution of CreD under repressing or 

derepressing conditions has also been determined. CreB and CreD have been proposed 

to act in an opposing manner, and some of their substrates have been suggested to be 

same (Boase & Kelly, 2004, Lockington & Kelly, 2001, reviewed by Kelly, 2004). Both 

CreB and CreD form part of large complexes, and if CreD is involved in the 

ubiquitination of some of the same proteins that CreB deubiquitinates, then CreD and 

CreB may co-localise, and the activity of one may be needed for the localisation of the 

other. Thus the localisation of CreD in a creB mutant background was examined to 

determine whether CreD localisation depends on substrates being deubiquitinated by 

CreB. 

 

5.2 Over-expression of HA tagged CreD in A. nidulans 

 In order to obtain an A. nidulans strain over-expressing HA tagged CreD, firstly, 

a creD34 mutant strain was co-transformed with plasmids pPL3 and pGPD::CreD:HA. 

Secondly, western analysis of protein was performed to determine the expression of full 

length CreD tagged with HA in the transformants. Finally, HA tagged CreD was 

observed using fluorescence microsopy. 

A 

C 
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5.2.1 Construction of A. nidulans strain over-expressing HA tagged CreD 

Initially a plasmid pGPD::CreD was constructed using standard PCR techniques 

and the primers shown in Table 2.5. This was followed by insertion of an internal HA 

epitope (Lockington, RA, unpublished result, Supplementary Figure 5.1). 

In order to get an A. nidulans strain over-expressing HA tagged CreD, cells were 

co-transformed with both pPL3 and pGPD::CreD:HA (section 2.2.1). The transformants 

were selected on 1% MM lacking riboflavine as pPL3 contains riboB+ selectable 

marker. A creD34 mutant is resistant to 0.001% acriflavine in 1% CM (Boase & Kelly, 

2004). This phenotype was used to screen the transformants for complementation of 

creD34. Six transformants obtained showed partial complementation on acriflavine. 

Transformant used in this study is referred to as TDHA2 (Figure 5.1). 

 

5.2.2 Determination of expression of full length HA tagged CreD  

In order to determine whether CreD:HA of the expected size was expressed in 

the co-transformants, one of the complementing co-transformants was grown in 1% D 

glucose and 10 mM ammonium tartarate at 37ºC for 16-18 hours and the total protein 

was extracted and a western analysis was performed, as described in section 2.2.7. A 

T1-creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3] strain expressing CreC:HA was used as positive 

control and the parent strain, creD34, which contains no HA tagged proteins was used 

as a negative control. In the positive control strain, a band of expected size of CreC:HA 

(~ 66.6 KDa) was observed and there was also a feint band detected in the negative 

control strain, creD34. When the same strain was used as a negative control in western 

analysis of proteins by the other laboratory members, no band was observed. Therefore, 

the band in the negative contol most probably occurred due to contamination of the 

strain or loading problems, but this has not been confirmed. The TDHA2 strain 

contained a band of ~ 75 KDa, which is the expected size of CreD with an HA epitope 

tag, indicating that TDHA2 was expressing full length CreD:HA (Figure 5.2). 

From the experiments outlined above, it is evident that TDHA2 contains a creD+ 

allele. However, it is possible that the HA epitope could be attached to CreD34 as a 

consequence of a recombination event. Since the creD34 mutation is a missense 

mutation, CreD34 and CreD are predicted to be the same size, and thus the protein 

detected could be CreD34HA. Therefore Southern analysis should be performed to 
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confirm that the distribution found represents the distribution of the functional protein, 

and the interpretations in this section are qualified in this respect. 

5.3 The distribution of CreD:HA  

Conidia of TDHA2 over-expressing CreD:HA were germinated in media 

containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose or 1% ethanol with 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source, or 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and 

nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 hours. The cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde and immunostained with anti-HA primary antibody and Alexafluor 

594 conjugated secondary antibody against the HA epitope (section 2.2.8.3), and then 

observed under the microscope. A wild type biotin strain was used as a control (contains 

no HA tagged proteins). There was negligible fluorescence observed in the control 

under the Alexafluor 594 filter suggesting that there is no non-specific binding of 

antibodies, and thus the fluorescence in the experimental strain is of the fluor bound to 

CreD:HA. CreD was observed as the sharp punctate staining both in the nucleus and 

cytoplasm in the germlings in both repressing and derepressing conditions. However, 

the merged images (greener colour nuclei) suggest that there is a higher amount of CreD 

in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus (Figure 5.3). 
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 Figure 5.1: Complementation of creD34 mutant phenotype by CreD:HA. 

 All the fungal strains were grown in 0.001% acriflavine in 1% CM for 2-3 days. TDHAB contains 

CreD:HA in  a creB15 mutant background (Table 2.1.6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.2: Expression of full length HA tagged CreD.  

Conidia were germinated in 1% D-glucose at 37°C for 16-18 hours followed by protein extraction 

from each of them: lane 1: T1-creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3] as a positive control showing 

protein band of expected size ~ 66.6 KDa, 2: TBC7, 3: P2, 4: P8, 5 & 6: TDHA2, 7: creD34 as a 

negative control. The membrane was probed with anti-HA peroxidase conjugated antibody. P2 and 

P8 express GFP:CreB and CreD:HA. 
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Figure 5.3: The distribution of CreD:HA. 

(A) Conidia of wild type biotin were germinated in 25°C for 18-20 hours in media containing glucose with ammonium tartarate. Conidia of TDHA2 were germinated at 

25°C for 18-20 hours in media containing either: (B) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (C) 1% galactose with 10 mM ammonium 

tartarate as a nitrogen source (D) 1% glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (E) 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen source or (F) 1% 

ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source. The germlings were fixed and immunostained. TDHA2 contains CreD:HA in a creD34 mutant background. 

AF: Alexa fluor 594, H: Hoechst, MI: merged image, DIC: Differentical Interference Contrast. Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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5.4 The distribution of CreD:HA in a creB15creD34 strain 

Conidia of TDHAB (Table 2.4) over-expressing CreD:HA were germinated in 

media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose or 1% ethanol with 

10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source, or 50 mM acetamide as both carbon 

and nitrogen source at 25°C for 18-20 hours. The cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde and immunostained with anti-HA primary antibody and Alexafluor 

594 conjugated secondary antibody against the HA epitope (section 2.2.8.3), and then 

observed under the microscope. A small amount of CreD appeared to be present in the 

nucleus, with more in a punctate pattern in the cytoplasm in either repressing or 

derepressing conditions which suggest the absence of CreB does not affect the 

distribution of CreD (Figure 5.4).   

5.5 Co-localization of CreB and CreD in A. nidulans 

The creD34 mutation suppresses some aspects of the creB mutant phenotype, 

for example, creB leads to derepression of the facA and alcA genes, as deduced by the 

fluoroacetate and allyl alcohol sensitivity of the creB15 strain (Kelly & Hynes, 1977). 

The suppression of these phenotypes by the creD34 mutation suggested that CreD acts 

antagonistically to the deubiquitination role of CreB, for instance in ubiquitination of 

the proteins which are targets of CreB (Boase & Kelly, 2004). Thus a question arose 

whether these proteins are in same cell compartment in repressing or derepressing 

conditions. Thus localization of CreB and CreD in either repressing or derepressing 

condition has been determined in a strain containing tagged CreB and CreD. 
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Figure 5.4: The distribution of CreD:HA in a creB15creD34 strain. 

Conidia of TDHAB were germinated at 25°C for 18-20 hours in media containing either: (A) 1% D-

glucose with 10 mM ammonium taratrate as a nitrogen source (B) 1% galactose with 10 mM 

ammonium taratrate as a nitrogen source (C) 1% glycerol with 10 mM ammonium taratrate as a 

nitrogen source (D) 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen source or (E) 1% ethanol with 10 

mM ammonium taratrate as a nitrogen source. The germlings were fixed and immunostained. 

TDHAB expresses CreD:HA in a creB15creD34 strain. Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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5.5.1 Construction of A. nidulans strain over-expressing tagged CreB and CreD 

 In order to obtain GFP:CreB and CreD:HA in the same strain, a creB1937 strain 

containing pGPD::CreB:FLAG was crossed to a creD34 strain containing pGPD:: 

CreD:HA. The presence of pGPD::CreB:FLAG was scored on medium containing 50 

mM D-Quinate and 10 mM ammonium tartarate (Figure 5.5). GFP was scored by 

fluorescence. Progeny that showed the expected phenotype are referred as P2 and P8. 

Since one parent contained the creD+ gene, the presence of pGPD::CreD:HA was 

determined by western analysis of proteins. A T1-creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3]  

strain expressing CreC:HA was used as a positive control and a creD34 parent used as a 

negative control. A protein band of expected size of CreC:HA (~ 66.6 KDa) was 

observed in T1-creC956 [pGPD:CreC:HA; pPL3]  and no band was present in the 

creD34 sample. Furthermore, a band of ~ 75 KDa was observed in the P2 and P8 

protein samples; the size expected for CreD:HA (Figure 5.2). P2 and P8 were also 

scored for presence of the riboB+ gene (absence of riboB+ will lead to requirement of 

riboflavine in the medium which will fluoresce under UV light and thus will interfere 

with GFP and Alexa fluor 594 fluorescence). P2 was used in the study. 

5.5.2. Distribution of CreB and CreD in repressing and derepressing conditions  

Conidia of P2, over-expressing GFP:CreB and CreD:HA, were germinated in 

media containing either 1% D-glucose, 1% glycerol, 1% galactose, or 1% ethanol with 

10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source, or 50 mM acetamide as both carbon 

and nitrogen source, at 25°C for 18-20 hours. In order to localize GFP:CreB:FLAG, 

cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde  (section 2.2.8.2), whereas to localize 

CreD:HA, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldeyde and immunostained using 

anti-HA primary antibody and Alexafluor 594 conjugated secondary antibody against 

the HA epitope (section 2.2.8.3). The cells were then observed under the microscope. 

CreD appeared to be present ubiquitously in germlings with discrete highly fluorescing 

punctate foci indicating accumulation of CreD, under both repressing and derepressing 

conditions. CreB was observed mainly in the cytoplasm with a small amount possibly in 

the nucleus and the pattern of distribution was even throughout each compartment. 

Therefore, in the merged image, there is a general background which appears orange 

due to the presence of both proteins, but there are bright orange foci, presumably due to 

the concentration of CreD in the punctate regions (Figure 5.6). 
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 Figure 5.5: Complementation of creB mutant by GFP:CreB:FLAG in P2.   

All the fungal strains were grown in 50 mM D-quinate as carbon source and 10 mM ammonium 

tartarate for 4 days. The fungal strains are shown in the key. 
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Figure 5.6: Co-localization of GFP:CreB:FLAG and 

CreD:HA. 

Conidia of P2 were germinated at 25°C for 18-20 hours in 

media containing either: (A) 1% D-glucose with 10 mM 

ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (B) 1% galactose with 

10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source (C) 1% 

glycerol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen source 

(D) 50 mM acetamide as both carbon and nitrogen source or (E) 

1% ethanol with 10 mM ammonium tartarate as a nitrogen 

source. The germlings were fixed and  immunostained. P2 

expresses GFP:CreB:FLAG and CreD:HA. 

 Merged 1: Alexafluor 594 and Hoechst, Merged 2: GFP and 

Hoecsht and Merged 3: Alexafluor 594, Hoechst and GFP. 

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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5.6 Discussion 

CreD has been proposed to be involved in the ubiquitination aspect of the carbon 

catabolite repression pathway. The CreD protein is highly similar to the Rod1p and 

Rog3p from S. cerevisiae. Rod1p and Rog3p share 44% sequence identity with each 

other (Boase & Kelly, 2004). Over-expression of Rod1p leads to resistance to o-

dinitrobenzene, calcium, zinc and diamide. However the details of how Rod1p acts are 

still unknown. From the localization study done on Rod1p it has been suggested that it 

is associated with the plasma membrane fraction of yeast cells. However in order to 

confirm the above suggestion further analyses were required (Wu et al., 1996). Both the 

Rod1p and Rog3p have been shown to interact via their PY regions with the WW 

domains of the E3 ubiquitin ligase Rsp5p (Andoh et al., 2002) which has been found to 

be a homologue of the HulA protein in A. nidulans (Boase & Kelly, 2004). As Rsp5p 

has the diverse set of functions and substrates, the intracellular localization of Rsp5p 

and the determinants responsible for its localization have been determined (Wang et al., 

2001). Rsp5p was distributed at the plasma membrane in a punctate pattern. The 

presence of Rsp5p at several sites within the endocytic pathway suggests the role/s of 

Rsp5p may be at many steps in the ubiquitin–mediated endocytosis pathway (Wang et 

al., 2001).  

Importantly, Rod1p and Rsp5p, which have shown interactions with each other 

(Andoh et al., 2002) in S. cerevisiae, are homologs of CreD and HulA respectively, in 

A. nidulans and both Rod1p and Rsp5p have quite similar subcellular localization, being 

at the plasma membrane. Rsp5p has also shown to be present at multiple sites within the 

endocytic pathway. Since CreD and HulA have been shown to weakly interact (Boase 

& Kelly, 2004), it would be interesting to study the subcellular localization of HulA and 

other HECT ubiquitin ligases in A. nidulans to further understand the role/s of CreD in 

ubiquitination involved in CCR, or in other regulatory processes in A. nidulans. 

It has been observed that CreD might undergo N-terminal processing as an 

epitope at the N-terminal end of CreD could not be detected. On the other hand when a 

GFP epitope was placed at the C-terminal end of CreD, the transformants containing 

sequences that expressed GFP:CreD:HA did not show phenotypic complementation on 

acriflavine. The transformants observed were weak and poor in growth. Thus CreD 

cannot function with epitopes at either the C-terminal or N-terminal end of the protein. 
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By using an internal HA epitope in CreD, the localization studies using 

immunostaining technique have shown that CreD is present throughout the germlings in 

a bright punctate manner, mainly in the cytoplasm. The absence of CreB does not affect 

this localization. In the localization study of CreC, a problem was encountered when 

immunofluorescence was used to detect CreC:HA, and the pattern observed appeared to 

be due to an artifact. The pattern of fluorescence detected here for CreD was quite 

different to that seen in fixed material for CreC, and was not likely to be due to an 

artifact. In the case of CreD, clear sharp discrete punctate fluorescent structures were 

detected as opposed to uneven fluorescence of CreC (Supplementary Figure 5.2). This 

suggests that the localization of CreD is not due to the same cause as the CreC:HA 

artifact.  To confirm the localization of CreD, more experiments are required including 

more advanced microscopy. Analysis using confocal microscopy can provide three-

dimensional imaging which will help in determining whether CreD is present in the 

nucleus or if it is around the nucleus in the cytoplasm. Another approach that can be 

used is application of fluorphore linked monoclonal antibody to detect CreD. This 

technique has advantage over indirect immunostaining is that it requires use of single 

antibody which reduces the possibility of non-specific binding and increases the 

sensitivity of the technique. 

The localization studies have shown that CreD is present in a punctate pattern in 

either repressing or derepressing conditions. A punctate pattern of localization has also 

been found for other proteins. In S. cerevisiae, localization studies of Gto1, an omega-

class glutathione transferase with glutaredoxin activity, have shown that it is present in 

peroxisomes, and it has been observed in a punctate pattern in cells grown on oleic acid, 

but not in glucose grown cells (Barreto et al., 2006). In Schizosaccharomyces 

cerevisiae, SpVsp10p (a homolog of Vsp10p, which is a receptor protein for transport 

of soluble vacuolar proteins in S. cerevisiae) has also shown punctate distribution of 

protein. The localization of SpVps10 was determined by co-expression of SpVps10-

YFP with Golgi marker protein Gms1-CFP (Iwaki et al., 2006). Since the SpVps10YFP 

fluorescence and Gms1-CFP fluorescence mainly co-localized, or the two were 

observed as adjacent spots of fluorescence, this indicated that SpVsp10p mainly 

localizes to Golgi and TGN (Iwaki et al., 2006) which is consistent with observations 

made with S. cerevisiae (Marcusson et al, 1994; Cereghino et al., 1995; Piper et al., 

1995; Cooper & Stevens, 1996). In rat, A-kinase anchor protein (AKAP4) is 

synthesized as a precursor proAKAP4 (amino acid 1-840), which is subsequently 
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cleaved into a mature AKAP4 (amino acid 180-840) during fibrous sheath assembly. It 

has been shown when the prodomain alone (amino acid 5-179) or with pro-AKAP4 was 

expressed, a diffuse pattern was observed suggesting that prodomain confers solubility 

to AKAP4 precursors. However, the full-length mature AKAP4–GFP protein expressed 

a punctate pattern. On further studies, it was shown that elimination of pro-domain 

results in punctate intracellular distribution of mature AKAP4 protein. Moreover two 

domains T2a and T2b were determined that were responsible to give punctate pattern of 

distribution to AKAP4 (Nipper et al., 2006).  

This study has shown that CreD is present in a punctate pattern but the nature of 

these punctate structures is not yet known. Whether CreD is present with some cellular 

organelles could be determined by co-expression of different cell organelle markers for 

example mitochondria, Golgi complex with epitope tagged CreD. However the punctate 

pattern of distribution of CreD might be due to specific sequence/s or domain/s present 

in CreD, as is the case for AKAP4 in rat (Nipper et al., 2006), that cause CreD to take 

on a particular confirmation and hence appear punctate. Further studies aiming at the 

examination of strains expressing various regions of CreD with an epitope by 

fluorescence microscopy will illustrate if there is any difference in the pattern of 

fluorescence and will help in identifying specific sequence/s or domain/s that are 

responsible for the punctate pattern of CreD. Even over-expression of CreD from gpdA 

promoter can also be a factor affecting the pattern of distribution of CreD. As a 

consequence of over-expression CreD might be forming an aggregate and thus appear in 

a punctate pattern. Further examination by subcellular localization of CreD expressed 

from its native promoter is recommended. 

The co-localization study has shown that both CreB and CreD are present 

throughout the germlings and mainly in the cytoplasm in both repressing and 

derepressing conditions. 

 

 

Note: The discussion in this chapter relating to the localisation of CreD::HA is made on 

the assumption that the HA epitope is attached to the CreD protein, and not the CreD34 

protein. This needs to be confirmed by Southern analysis as indicated in Section 5.2.2. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion, Conclusions and Future Scope 
 

CCR exhibits a fine example of gene regulation in A. nidulans. Many genes 

were identified which are involved in CCR including creA, creB, creC, creD, hulA 

(reviewed by Kelly, 2004; Boase & Kelly, 2004). The creA gene expresses CreA, which 

is a DNA binding protein and represses the transcription of genes responsible for the 

utilization of alternative carbon source in the presence of a repressing carbon source 

(Dowzer & Kelly, 1989, 1991). The amino acid sequence of the zinc finger region of 

CreA is similar to the zinc finger region of Wilm’s tumor suppressor protein and to the 

yeast Mig1p (Dowzer & Kelly, 1991). Moreover, homologs of CreA are present in other 

filamentous fungi (reviewed by Kelly, 2004). 

In order to understand how CreA exerts its effects, this study has examined 

whether degradation of CreA plays a key role, and whether function of CreA is 

regulated by nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling. It has been shown that CreA is an 

ubiquitinated protein (Kamlangdee, 2008). Ubiquitination is a type of post-translational 

modification which plays important roles in many cellular processes including, 

regulation of gene expression, cell cycle, DNA repair (reviewed by Kim et al., 2003). 

Polyubiquitinated proteins can undergo degradation by the 26S proteasome. Many DNA 

binding proteins are targeted for degradation by ubiquitination, including p53, beta-

catenin and Sox9 (Maki et al, 1996; Aberle et al., 1997; Akiyama et al., 2005). The 

transcription factor Sox9 is crucial for chondrogenesis, testis determination and 

development of many organs in vertebrates. It has been shown that Sox9 undergoes 

polyubiquitination followed by degradation by the 26S proteasome complex. A 

mutation (K398A) in the ubiquitin-binding site increases the stability and transcriptional 

function of the protein (Akiyama et al., 2005). In A. nidulans a zinc finger transcription 

factor, PacC, is activated by two-step proteolysis in response to alkaline ambient pH 

signal (Orejas et al., 1995; Mingot et al., 1999). The processed factor localizes to the 

nucleus (Mingot et al., 1999) and activates the transcription of genes expressed in the 

alkaline environment and represses the transcription of genes expressed in the acidic 

environment, by binding to the consensus sequence 5’-GACCARG-3’ present in the 

promoter of target genes (Tilburn et al., 1995; Espeso & Penalva, 1996; Espeso et al., 

1997; Espeso & Arst, 2000). It has also been shown that the proteolytic cleavage of 

PacC involves the proteasome although whether it is through ubiquitination by a 
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particular ubiquitination complex is not known (Hervas-Aguilar et al., 2007). However 

there are cases in which ubqiuitination of a protein alters its function or localization and 

does not target it to the proteasome for degradation and thus plays a regulatory role 

different from protein degradation.  A well known example is in humans, in which it has 

been shown that a tumor suppressor protein, p53, is regulated by ubiquitination through 

an oncogenic E3 ligase Mdm2. p53 is ubiquitinated by Mdm2 in a dosage-dependent 

manner and is present in the nucleus in the absence of Mdm2. However, low levels of 

Mdm2 induce monoubiquitination which leads to cytoplasmic translocation of p53, 

whereas high levels of Mdm2 induce polyubiquitination which promotes localization of 

p53 in the nuclei followed by nuclear degradation (Li et al., 2003). 

CreA is an ubiquitinated protein and is a substrate of CreB, a deubiquitinating 

enzyme, in A. nidulans. This has been shown by two different experiments. In the first, 

a protein extract containing CreA:HA:His from A. nidulans was precipitated with 

Ubiqapture™Q matrix and the precipitate was subjected to western analysis. This 

showed CreA to be an ubiquitinated protein. In the second experiment, protein was 

extracted from a diploid strain expressing HA tagged CreA and FLAG tagged CreB. 

Upon the immunoprecipitation of CreB, HA:CreA was also found to be precipitated 

(Kamlangdee, 2008). Western analysis showed that both under repressing and 

derepressing conditions, over-expressing strains have the same high levels of CreA 

indicating that variation in CreA concentration is not a key component of the control 

mechanism, as a strain shown to have high levels of CreA protein in both ethanol and 

glucose grown mycelia showed normal repression and derepression. Thus most of this 

CreA must be inactive and some presumably limiting activation step must be required 

for it to become an active transcriptional repressor (Roy et al., 2008). However it is 

possible that only a small subset of CreA, or CreA in a particular compartment, is 

subject to differential degradation leading to normal repression and derepression, but 

this could not be detected using this technique. It is also possible that the ubiquitination 

and deubiquitination pathway is affecting the function rather than the stability. This 

result suggests differences in regulation compared to S. sclerotiorum, in which 

antibodies raised to CRE1::GST reportedly detected a protein that was present at higher 

levels in mycelia transferred to glucose or glycerol media than pectin medium (Vautard-

Mey et al, 1999).  
CreA did not show altered localization in repressing compared to derepressing 

carbon sources, which implies that the function of CreA is not controlled by 
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intracellular shuttling of the protein. Therefore in order to act as a transcriptional 

repressor, the CreA protein requires modification or protein interaction, as it was clearly 

present in the nucleus under conditions where it is not active as a repressor. It also 

indicates that ubiquitination does not affect the intracellular localization of CreA, which 

is different to the observation for p53 in humans. However, the possibility that only a 

small amount of CreA is ubiquitinated, and that this fraction of CreA is shuttled 

between the nucleus and cytoplasm, cannot be excluded.  
CreA is present in the nucleus in both repressing and derepressing conditions. 

This result is different to the localization pattern of Mig1p observed in S. cerevisiae and 

CRE1 in S. sclerotiorum, a filamentous fungus. Mig1p showed regulated intracellular 

localization; in the presence of glucose, it was found in the nucleus and upon removal of 

glucose, it moved into the cytoplasm (DeVit et al., 1997). Similarly, CRE1 showed 

nuclear localization in the presence of glucose and it was cytoplasmic in the absence of 

glucose (Vautard-Mey et al., 1999). These findings suggest that the mechanism of 

regulation of CreA is different from that found in yeast S. cerevisiae, and that it is not 

conserved among filamentous fungi. 
The high amount of CreA observed in the presence of derepressing carbon 

sources indicates that CreA might play role in carbon catabolite derepressing 

conditions. When creA was expressed from its native promoter, the amount of creA 

specific transcript was higher in cultures grown in non repressing conditions, glycerol or 

arabinose, as compared to repressing conditions, D-glucose. In addition the amount was 

similar in all the above conditions in creA mutant strains. The high amount of creA 

transcript and presumably protein in conditions when CreA is not needed for repression 

is consistent with a role for CreA in conditions that are carbon catabolite derepressing 

as well as carbon catabolite repressing (Shroff et al., 1996). This study has shown that 

there can be high amounts of CreA observed in the derepressing conditions consistent 

with the suggested role of CreA in carbon catabolite derepressing condition.  
CreA was shown to have a higher turn over rate in the cytoplasm than in the 

nucleus. Under conditions of oxygen limitation or protein synthesis inhibition, CreA 

was more unstable in the cytoplasm as compared to the nucleus. Preliminary 

examination of deletion variants of CreA by fluorescence microscopy has shown that 

there are specific sequences that confer stability (amino acids 208-365) or instability 

(amino acids 139-274) to CreA in the cytoplasm. However, the exact sequences 

responsible for cytoplasmic stability and instability of CreA have yet to be determined.  
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The A. nidulans CreA amino acid region SHED262-265 that corresponds to amino 

acids SNDE241-244 in T. reesei and SHEE266-269 in S. sclerotiorum CRE1 is not present in 

either the EcoRV or PvuII deletion forms of CreA tested here. The A. nidulans strains 

containing deletions of this region are almost wild-type with respect to repression and 

derepression which indicates that this region is not essential for DNA binding or carbon 

catabolite repression in A. nidulans. On the other hand, in T. reesei, a casein kinase II 

target consensus surrounds Ser241, and phosphorylation of Ser241 is required for binding 

to DNA and in S. sclerotiorum CRE1, the substitution of Ser266 by alanine leads to 

derepression (Vautard & Fevre, 2000; Cziferszky et al., 2002; Lockington & Kelly, 

unpublished result).   

The intracellular localization of CreA is not affected by the absence of CreB and 

CreD (deubiquitinating enzyme and protein proposed to be a part of ubiquitination 

complex respectively). CreA is present in the nucleus in both repressing and 

derepressing conditions. These findings further support the suggestion that 

ubiquitination does not lead to altered subcellular localization of CreA because even in 

the absence of CreB or CreD, the localization of CreA is unchanged.  
The carbon catabolite repression mechanism in A. nidulans does not depend on 

the degradation of the CreA protein, nor does it critically require altered intracellular 

localization between repressing and derepressing conditions. However, whether CreA is 

ubiquitinated in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm is not known, and examination of 

nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions using commercially available epitope conjugated 

ubiquitin antibodies could address this question. Another important question is what are 

the signal/s or sequences of CreA that are responsible for binding of ubiquitin to CreA, 

and this can be determined by site-directed mutagenesis followed by ubiquitin binding 

assays. 

 It is likely that there are other undetected proteins involved either directly 

interacting with CreA, or with CreB/CreC/CreD that are important for the function of 

CreA in regulation. For example, CreA might be present in a repressor complex with 

other proteins to cause CreA-mediated repression. One approach to this question would 

be a proteomic analysis of all the proteins that co-purify with CreA, or with the 

CreB/CreC complex, or with the HulA/CreD complex. 

Deubiquitinating enzymes are broadly classified into 2 categories, the ubiquitin 

processing proteases (UBPs) and ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolases (UCHs). Many 

of the deubiquitinating enzymes are localized to subcellular structures or to macromol 
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ecular complexes, whereas others are throughout the cytoplasm. These localizations 

play important role in determining the specificity of function and can affect their 

catalytic roles. CreB is a deubiquitinating enzyme and belongs to the UBP subfamily 

(Lockington & Kelly, 2001). Studies on subcellular localization of CreB have shown 

that it is mainly present in the cytoplasm, and that it does not shuttle between the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm in response to the nature of the carbon source and thus 

regulated intracellular localization is not important in controlling the function of CreB. 

However, it is also possible that small amounts of CreB might shuttle between the 

compartments but was not detected by fluorescence microscopy.   
Fluorescence microscopy of CreB performed here was a qualitative analysis to 

determine the localization of CreB. However, measurement of the amount of CreB in 

carbon catabolite repressing and derepressing conditions was not performed. Thus 

further research is needed including western analysis of CreB in repressing and 

derepressing conditions, and quantification of GFP:CreB fluorescence  in various 

carbon sources to confirm the above suggestion There is a possibility that CreB is 

subject to ubiquitination and this may affect the stability or amount of CreB. 

Alternatively CreB might be open to ubiquitin–independent degradation which regulates 

the concentration of CreB in repressing and derepressing conditions.  

Deubiquitination is a reversal of ubiquitination and has highly specific and 

regulated functions. There are some DNA binding proteins that have shown to be 

regulated by deubiquitinating enzymes. Ubiquitination of a transcription factor p53 by 

ubiquitin protein ligase Mdm2 leads to degradation. However USP7, a deubiquitinating 

enzyme mediates the stabilization of p53 (Li et al., 2002). It has been shown that CreA, 

also a DNA binding protein, is a substrate of CreB (Kamlangdee, 2008) which suggest 

that it is regulated by ubiquitination and deubiquitination.  

Deubiquitinating enzymes are regulated in many different ways. Many studies 

have shown transcriptional regulation of DUBs. Some are hormonally regulated (Zhu et 

al., 1996) or expressed in a tissue restricted pattern (Liu et al., 1999). In addition, some 

DUBs are post-transcriptionally regulated (Ritchie et al., 2002; Li et al., 2000). This 

study has shown regulation of deubiquitinating enzyme by translational or post-

translational modifications. CreB was present at higher levels in a wild type strain 

compared to a creD34 mutant strain. However, the amount of creB mRNA was found to 

be similar in both strains, suggesting that the different amount of CreB is not due to 

differences in the copy number of creB between the strains or different levels of 
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transcription, but is a consequence of a translational or post-translational event. 

However, direct ubiquitination of CreB by a pathway involving CreD is unlikely to be 

the post-translational modification that affects the amount of CreB, because if CreB is 

subject to ubiquitin-mediated degradation, it would be predicted to be higher in a 

creD34 mutant background due to the absence of CreD; instead higher levels of CreB 

are present in the presence of CreD. 
 CreC is another protein which has been found mainly in the cytoplasm similar to 

the intracellular localization of CreB. This result has supported the finding that CreB 

and CreC act together in a complex (Lockington & Kelly, 2002).  

CreB has no highly similar protein present in S. cerevisiae but there is a similar 

protein present in humans, UBH1. As UBH1 contains 2 potential NLS, and other 

members of the subfamily, UBP3 and UBP4, are found in the nucleus, UBH1 may be a 

nuclear protein (Hansen-Hagge et al., 1998). However further experimental analysis by 

subcellular localization is required to ascertain the localization of UBH1. CreC also has 

a homolog in humans, DMR-N9. The DMR-N9 gene in humans and mouse is connected 

to the region of myotonic dystrophy and is closely linked to the MD gene, DMPK. In 

myotonic dystrophy, there is expansion of CTG repeats in the 3’ UTR of a protein 

kinase gene (DMPK). However it is not known how the expanded repeat produces 

pathophysiology of DM1. Accumulation of transcripts of the expanded allele has been 

observed as foci in the nucleus of DM1 cells, which led to the suggestion that proteins 

that are needed for normal nuclear function are sequestered by these transcript foci. 

DMR-N9 could affect the severity of disease by affecting the function of UBH1, and 

thus target the proteins to the proteasome (Mahadevan et al., 1993; Shaw et al., 1993; 

Jansen et al., 1995; Lockington & Kelly, 2002). As CreB and CreC are found mainly in 

the cytoplasm and have homologs UBH1 and DMR-N9 respectively in humans 

(Lockington & Kelly, 2001; Todd et al., 2000), it is possible that the latter proteins may 

also have the same subcellular localization. An understanding of the subcellular location 

of UBH1 and DMR-N9 will help in further understanding the roles of these proteins in 

humans.  

CreD is present throughout the germling in a punctate pattern in repressing or 

derepressing conditions, with the majority observed in the cytoplasm and less in the 

nucleus. This is unlike S. cerevisiae, in which Rod1p is suggested to be at the plasma 

membrane (Boase & Kelly, 2004; Wu et al., 1996). To date, the function of CreD is not 

known. However due to the suppression of some aspects of the creB and creC mutant 
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phenotypes by the creD34 mutation, and weak interaction between CreD and HulA in 

the bacterial two-hybrid system, CreD is proposed to be involved in the ubiquitination 

process (Kelly & Hynes, 1977; Boase & Kelly, 2004). Moreover, CreA is an 

ubiquitinated protein and it has been suggested to be a substrate of an ubiquitination 

complex containing CreD/HulA (Boase & Kelly, 2004; reviewed by Kelly, 2004; 

Kamlangdee, 2008). Thus it is important to study the interaction between CreA and 

CreD by co-immunoprecipitation to confirm the suggestion that CreD is involved in a 

complex that ubiquitinates CreA. In addition it would also be useful to study the 

interaction between CreA and HulA, an ubiquitin ligase, by the bacterial 2-hybrid 

system or co-immunoprecipitation. 
 CreD was observed in a punctate pattern, mainly in the cytoplasm and appeared 

less in the nucleus, but confocal microscopy would be needed to further localise CreD 

as it gives optical-sectioning. This would allow precise localization of CreD and 

whether it is concentrated at the plasma membrane or present in a cellular organelle. In 

addition, further studies are needed to determine factors responsible for the punctate 

appearance. To assess whether CreD is within a cellular organelle, organellar stains 

including mitotracker red ™, ER tracker™ blue white PPX, and Organelle lights™ 

Golgi GFP, could provide further data. CreD is suggested to be involved in 

ubiquitination, and the punctate structures could be CreD in a ubiquitination complex. 

Thus studies aiming at examination of CreD using a proteomics confirm this.  

The studies performed on localization of CreA have shown that stability and 

intracellular localization are not the key mechanisms to regulate the function of CreA. It 

also led to the conclusion that the mechanism of CCR is not conserved among yeast and 

filamentous fungi.  However, the consequence of ubiquitination of CreA is not well 

understood as there was similar amount and localization of CreA observed in repressing 

and derepressing conditions. Localization studies of CreB and CreC have shown that 

these two proteins are present mainly in the cytoplasm. This study has indicated that 

CreB is regulated by translational or post-translational events, and an important 

direction for future research could be the elucidation of the type of translational or post-

translational modification of CreB including whether it is methylated or phosphorylated. 

This will not only add to the understanding of regulation of CreB but will also help in 

explaining the regulation of its homolog in other organisms and DUBs in general. 

Another direction to be explored is the identification of more potential substrates of 

CreB. CreD localization has shown that it is present in a punctate manner throughout 
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the germling and appeared more in the cytoplasm. Future studies, particularly aimed at 

characterizing the punctate pattern of CreD localization and potential substrates of 

CreD, will greatly advance the understanding of the roles of CreD in A. nidulans.  

 

 

Note: The discussion in this chapter relating to the localisation of CreC::YFP and 

CreD::HA is made on the assumption that YFP and HA are attached to the non-mutant 

forms of the CreC and CreD proteins. This needs to be confirmed by Southern analysis. 
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Appendix 1 – Supplementary Figures 
 
                 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the plasmid pGPD::GFP:CreB:FLAG.  

The multiple cloning sites shown above were used for the insertion of GFP to express and localize GFP 

tagged CreB in A nidulans. 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of restriction map of creB.  

Genomic creB with flanking sequences (5000 kb on each side) showing the restriction sites of SmaI in the 

flanking region around creB.  
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Supplementary Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the plasmid pGPD::YFP:CreC:HA.  

The multiple cloning sites shown above were used for the insertion of YFP to express and localize YFP 

tagged CreC in A. nidulans. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.1.  Schematic representation of the plasmid pGPD::CreD:HA.  

The plasmid expresses HA tagged CreD and is used to localize HA tagged CreD in A nidulans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 5.2: Comparison of the pattern of fluorescence observed of CreC:HA 

and CreD:HA in TBC2 and TDHAB respectively.  

Conidia of (A) TBC2 and (B) TDHAB were germinated at 25°C for 18-20 hours in media containing 1% 

D-glucose as the carbon source and 10 mM ammonium tartarate as nitrogen source. The germlings were 

fixed and immunostained. TBC2 expresses GFP:CreB and CreC:HA, TDHAB express CreD:HA in a 

creB15 mutant background.  

Scale bar = 5 µm. 
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